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Abstract
This thesis examines the new theatrical form of cyberformance (live performance by remote
players using internet technologies) and contextualises it within the broader fields of
networked performance, digital performance and theatre. Poststructuralist theories that contest
the binary distinction between reality and representation provide the analytical foundation for
the thesis. A critical reflexive methodological approach is undertaken in order to highlight
three themes. First, the essential qualities and criteria of cyberformance are identified, and
illustrated with examples from the early 1990s to the present day. Second, two cyberformance
groups – the Plaintext Players and Avatar Body Collision – and UpStage, a purpose-built
application for cyberformance, are examined in more detailed case studies. Third, the
specifics of the cyberformance audience are explored and commonalities are identified
between theatre and online culture. In conclusion, this thesis suggests that theatre and the
internet have much to offer each other in this current global state of transition, and that
cyberformance offers one means by which to facilitate the incorporation of new technologies
into our lives.
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11: Introduction
I am glad that people perform in a different way than I do. Is not theatre an island of
freedom? (Barba, 2008)
1
In January 2001 I attended Transit III, an international festival of women’s performance
organised by Julia Varley of the Magdalena Project
2
 and hosted by Odin Teatret, Denmark.
During the festival, I worked with director Jill Greenhalgh on her ongoing performance
installation project, Water[war]s.
3
 As part of Water[war]s, and also to demonstrate my
experiments in using the internet as a site for live performance, I gave a presentation that
sparked one of the more controversial moments of the festival.
This presentation was in collaboration with
Adriene Jenik and Lisa Brenneis of
Desktop Theater,
4
 and used The Palace – a
graphical internet chat application – as the
site for a live performance. I had generated
a script from the material we were using in
Water[war]s, and with Adriene and Lisa
developed a performance using graphical
avatars, backdrops, real-time illustration
and text2speech audio. For the presentation, Adriene and Lisa were in separate locations in
California, while I was in the Red Room at Odin Teatret with Julia’s laptop and mobile phone
providing a dial-up internet connection, and an audience of about 50 theatre practitioners. I sat
at the side of the stage, tapping furiously at the keyboard to mediate the performance which
was projected from the laptop onto a screen (pictured above). I hoped to offer the audience
another way into the material that we were working with in Water[war]s, as well as to share
with them a direct experience of this new medium that I had recently discovered and become
excited about.
                                                      
1
   Personal email correspondence with Eugenio Barba, 21 March 2008
2
 The Magdalena Project is an international network of women in contemporary theatre and
performance: www.themagdalenaproject.org
3
 This was the second of nine presentations of Water[war]s that took place between 2000 and 2006;
http://www.themagdalenaproject.org/waterwars/
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  www.desktoptheater.org
2Perhaps naively, I had not anticipated the reaction of a few audience members, who were
outraged something like this could be presented at a theatre festival and declared that I could
not call it theatre. Their argument was based on the perception that there was “no Emotion”
and “no Body”, and was perhaps also demonstrative of a level of technophobia that was
common to theatre communities at that time (Mitchell, 1999, p. 10). Other members of the
audience responded with the assertion that of course I could call it theatre, and a brief but
heated debate raged. In fact, I had already been struggling with what to call this experimental
new form and in 2000 I had coined the term cyberformance, after trying on a variety of terms
combining words such as online, internet, virtual, theatre and performance. I had not
specifically announced the presentation as theatre, although I had introduced my collaborators
as Desktop Theater (the name of their group). I was struck by the strength of feeling of some
audience members in their reaction to my apparent claim of the word theatre, and ever since
then I have been asking myself, is what I’m doing theatre? and what is theatre in the 21
st
century, anyway?
At some point during the presentation, Odin Teatret’s director Eugenio Barba came down
from the audience and stood behind me, curious to see what was on my computer screen and
what I was actually doing. I was so absorbed that I was completely unaware of his presence,
but was told about it later by Jill Greenhalgh who had noted it as a significant moment in the
performance. I had not considered myself as a performer (many years earlier I had made a
conscious decision that I did not want to perform) and had assumed that my presence was of
no real interest to the audience. Much has been written about laptop performances and the
supposed lack of visual interest in watching someone tapping away at a keyboard on stage,
giving rise to the cliché of the laptop musician hitting ‘play’ then checking their email
(Collins, 2003; Stuart, 2003). However, Eugenio’s impulse to see what I was doing, and
reports from audience members at later performances of a sense of anticipation as they watch
me type and wait to see what effect it will have on the unfolding performance, suggests that
the on-stage operation of a laptop can in fact be engaging.
The Water[war]s cyberformance at Transit III was a defining moment in my artistic journey:
a challenge had been issued to me to prove that cyberformance was theatre, or else discover
what it really was. Most of my work since then has, in one way or another, been a response to
this challenge. This story is also a dramatic illustration of the clash of the two domains I
operate in: the world of theatre, and the realm of cyberspace. Within theatre, my roles include
being the respected Web Queen of the Magdalena Project, performing the deep magic of the
web, as well as the slightly mad cyberformer, persisting with alchemical experiments to turn
this “theatre in absentia” (Barba, 2008) into some kind of theatrical gold. But in weird and
3wonderful cyberspace, both my magical powers and my eccentricity are diluted; and my lack
of art school jargon and almost complete disinterest in computer games and rich media 3D
hype make me something of a quaint anachronism, a low-tech country bumpkin. My ability to
exist in and shift between such different roles in these two apparently distant worlds has come
about through my background as a theatre artist in New Zealand, where it is not easy to earn a
living in the theatre. Doing a variety of arts-related jobs in the early 1990s led more or less by
chance to a career in the fledgling internet industry, and from my professional immersion in
that environment I naturally developed an interest in the potential of the internet as a creative
tool and a site for performance. From this position of having a foot in each camp, I have come
to believe that theatre and cyberspace have more in common than meets the eye, and that as
the internet and digital technologies become increasingly ubiquitous in our daily lives the
wider world has much to learn from theatre. Concepts such as the willing suspension of
disbelief and being in the moment are ontological to cyberspace as well as theatre. Theatre
may be, as Barba suggests, an island of freedom
5
; but in the contemporary world it is an
island with many bridges to other lands, inhabited by itinerant travellers, and with a booming
trade in knowledge and culture that has the potential to enrich us all.
Following my experience at Transit III, I initiated the[abc]experiment, a research project into
theatre and the internet, based on the questions: how is technology changing our definition of
theatre? and what place does cyberformance have within theatre?
6
 From this project, the
globally dispersed cyberformance troupe Avatar Body Collision
7
 was born and we embarked
on an explorative journey at the interface of theatre and the internet. Seven years later, the
questions that framed the[abc]experiment are still relevant (Sant & Flintoff, 2007), and were
the initial research questions for this current project. But in order to place realistic limits on
what can be achieved in a Masters thesis, I have refined my focus to defining the term
cyberformance as I understand it today, and contextualising cyberformance within the wider
field of contemporary performance forms, specifically theatre, digital performance and
networked performance, in order to lay the foundations for a continuing discourse on
cyberformance.
                                                      
5
 Personal email correspondence with Barba, 21 March 2008
6
 www.abcexperiment.org
7
 www.avatarbodycollision.org
4Adventures in cyberformance
With the voices of the Water[war]s audience at Transit still echoing in my mind, I have
begun this research by attempting to identify exactly what I understand as theatre; to do this, I
found it necessary to explore the distinction between theatre and performance. Ultimately I
have settled on a theatre/performance hybrid as the most useful way to approach my research.
This encompasses all live work where an action is performed with a specific intention, or
sense of remove from everyday life, and witnessed by a spectator. The real-time relationship
between artist/performer and audience is crucial – as is the separation between the two.
Turning my attention to the naming of specific forms within the theatre/performance
umbrella, I looked for those that are similar to cyberformance; a plethora of different terms
exist, which is to be expected during a period of rapid technological advances, creative
experimentation and social change. I do not argue that cyberformance is necessarily a better
term than any other, but conclude that it is a meaningful and descriptive term that establishes
a specific form within digital and networked performance that has not previously been clearly
articulated.
The Cyberformance Manifesto (Chapter 4) attempts to do this, proposing a definition of
cyberformance and outlining its typical characteristics. It does not pretend to be
comprehensive or conclusive but rather provides a starting point from which to begin a
discourse on cyberformance. That it is live, and situated in cyberspace, are fundamental; but
form, content and attitude are also crucial in distinguishing cyberformance from other related
forms. Eight fundamental qualities or features of cyberformance are identified in the
Manifesto, with examples from a wide range of online performance work created over the last
fifteen years. In Chapter 5, three specific case studies provide closer examination of the form,
process and content of cyberformance: cyberformance companies The Plaintext Players
(existing since 1994) and Avatar Body Collision, and the purpose-built cyberformance
software UpStage.
These case studies touch on many topics that are ripe for deeper research and analysis, from
new methods of remote creative collaboration via the internet to the ongoing debates around
liveness, presence and authenticity in theatre and performance. Unfortunately it is not possible
to address all of these topics within the scope of this thesis. I have chosen one area to examine
in more depth in Chapter 6, and that is the changing role of the audience in relation to
cyberformance. As the participatory nature of the internet and digital technologies contributes
to further erosion of the already blurry boundary between performer and audience, I ask what
is the function of the separation between artist and spectator, and is this something that artists
5want to maintain or give away (if we even have a choice). I look in particular at Familiar
Features, the first performance in which Avatar Body Collision specifically addressed both
online and proximal audiences simultaneously, and from this experience I propose the
concept of the intermedial audience as a way to describe something that is not a collapse of
the boundary between audience and performer, but a different kind of relationship and
interaction.
The potential of cyberformance
With the Cyberformance Manifesto as a starting point and examples of the variety of work
that can be called cyberformance, I suggest that the future of cyberformance lies as much with
the audience as with the artists. The balance of  maintaining the performer-audience gap while
simultaneously responding to and working with this new species of audience is the challenge
ahead for the cyberformance artist. The current participatory thrust of information technology
means that our audience is very different from that of the traditional theatre, however our
audience is still an audience, and cyberformance is still (or is now) a form of theatre.
There is a sense that in these days of digital technology and mass mediatisation, theatre is
losing its relevance; some have expressed a desire to develop strategies to arrest this
perceived decline, to somehow avert a crisis (Delgado & Svich, 2002). The fear of
replacement by the computer may not be as great as it once was (Mitchell, 1999) but there is
still a healthy level of cynicism within theatre and performance circles, such as Steve Dixon’s
dismissal of popular cyber rhetoric as “fanciful and hyperbolic, reconfiguring the age-old
acting practice of adopting a character into a mystical life-changing experience heralding a
brave new world” (2004, p. 103). It is true that virtual reality, illusion and the suspension of
disbelief are time-honoured tools of theatre, yet some cyber impresarios would almost have us
believe they had invented story-telling itself. Perhaps what is most irksome to we theatre
practitioners is the lack of acknowledgment or credit: the digital world owes much more to
theatre in terms of its language, structure, concepts and content than it wants to admit or
perhaps even realises. For example, virtual worlds pioneer Jaron Lanier claims to have coined
the term ‘virtual reality’
8
 despite being aware
9
 that Antonin Artaud used the term in the
context of theatre in 1938 (Artaud, 1958, p. 49; Davis, 1998, p. 190; Salz, 2004, p. 121). But
theatre’s contribution is not completely without recognition: Brenda Laurel drew parallels
between human-computer interaction and Aristotelean drama (1993); and in his introduction
                                                      
8
 http://www.jaronlanier.com/general.html
9
 Personal email communication, 2008
6to The Digital Dialectic: New essays on new media, Peter Lunenfeld compares digital media
and environments to theatre and dance, being evanescent and mercurial: “[w]e accept dance’s
transience as no small part of its power. We should do the same for digital culture, at least for
now” (1999, p. xx). This transience is also noted by Axel Bruns who refers to the palimpsestic
quality of blogs, wikis and other online media that are constantly rewritten (2008, p. 104).
The unfinished, open and collaborative culture that has emerged in internet environments and
the open source software development community shares the collaborative process of theatre
making, the immediacy of live performance, and the emphasis on process over end product.
When David R. George described performance as “an experiment in creating alternatives”, he
could easily have been talking about online digital media:
… performance offers a rediscovery of the now; relocation in the here; return to the
primacy of experience, of the event; rediscovery that all knowledge exists on the
threshold of and in the interaction between subject and object; a rediscovery of
ambiguity, of contradiction, of difference; a reassertion that things - and people - are
what they do. (George, 1996, p. 25)
Historically, theatre has always embraced new technologies, from the deus ex machina of
Greek theatre to the revolutionary introduction of electric light in the 1800s and today’s high-
tech multimedia extravaganzas. Artists across all disciplines have contributed through their
work to the assimilation of new technologies and mediations into everyday life (Kockelkoren,
2003). In cyberformance, we are taking digital media and information technologies and
pushing them to their limits with our creative experiments, discovering insights in areas such
as computer-mediated communication, social interaction and the impact of technology on
human life. This is our contribution to “a new renaissance in the creation, distribution and
sharing of information, knowledge and creative work” and a “move from industrial content
production towards community-based intercreativity [that] holds the potential for severe and
controversial disruptions to the established status quo” (Bruns, 2008, pp. 16-17).
Cyberformance, like all forms of theatre and artistic expression, offers a means to approach
and respond to the changing world we exist in. It might be too much to claim that we can
come to an understanding of it, but at least we may be able to find a way to live in it.
72:  The artist as researcher
Creation of a thing, and creation plus full understanding of a correct idea of the thing,
are very often parts of one and the same indivisible process and cannot be separated
without bringing the process to a stop. (Feyerabend, 1979, p. 26)
Research and reflection are ongoing within my artistic practice, complexly intertwined with
my creative processes and outcomes, and this is not unusual. It is my experience that all artists
are to some degree engaged in research and reflection as an integral part of their practice. This
view, expressed above by Paul Feyerabend with respect to creation in general, is echoed by
theatre educationalist John O’Toole, who asserts that “every good … applied theatre
practitioner is automatically a researcher” (2006, p. 21) and, in the context of the visual arts,
by Graeme Sullivan who states that “the imaginative and intellectual work undertaken by
artists is a form of research” (2005, p. 223). However, conventional academia has maintained
a division between artist and researcher, as expressed by theatre theorist Patrice Pavis who
argues that creation and reflection happen at different moments (1992, p. 88). I have therefore
looked to theorists from science (such as Feyerabend) and the visual arts (such as Sullivan) to
articulate the position of artist-researcher.
Sullivan traces the impact of the institutionalisation of knowledge and the increasing
dominance of scientific rationalism since the Enlightenment on the role of the artist, and
points out that the recent emergence of arts-based inquiry is primarily located within the
domains of education or the social sciences. Much of the current discourse and research
methodologies are focused on the interpretation and critique of artistic practice rather than on
the actual process of creation: “the arts continue to be seen as agencies of human knowing
that are drafted into service according to the educational practices already in place” (Sullivan,
2005, p. xvii). In contrast to this, his own approach takes “the artist-theorist … as the locus of
action rather than the arts teacher” (p. xvii). This privileging of the artist-theorist recognises
that when the artist consciously identifies as a researcher by entering an academic institution,
they occupy a unique place, being simultaneously the researcher and the researched (Gray &
Malins, 2004; Sullivan, 2005) . It is a position that contains the challenges of being personally
involved with the data, as well as the benefits of inside knowledge and actual experience in
the field upon which the artist-researcher can reflect (Gray & Malins, 2004, p. 23). Taking
this duality into account along with his assertion of the artist-theorist as the locus of action,
Sullivan makes a strong argument for grounding arts research methodologies “in practices
that come from art itself” (2005, p. xiv) and proposes practice as research (p. 223) as distinct
8from practice-led or practice-based research, terms which emerged from a period of debate
around the nature of arts research during the 1990s (Gray & Malins, 2004, p. 3). Carole Gray
has described practice-led research as:
Firstly, research which is initiated in practice, where questions, problems, challenges
are identified and formed by the needs of practice and practitioners; and secondly,
that the research strategy is carried out through practice, using predominantly
methodologies and specific methods familiar to us as practitioners. (cited by Haseman
in Barrett & Bolt, 2007, p. 147)
Practice-led or practice-based research privileges the research and qualifies it by its
relationship to practice, whereas the term practice as research gives equal weight to both the
practice and the research. Similarly, Sullivan’s use of artist-theorist as opposed to
practitioner-researcher (Gray & Malins, 2004, p. 21) is further indication that the imposed
distinction between the roles of artist and researcher is now disappearing; he celebrates the
“re-emergence of artist-theorists as important sources of vision and voice within the cultural
politics of these times” (Sullivan, 2005, p. 150). The potential for artistic vision to assist
dramatic shifts in human thinking is best illustrated by visual artists’ invention of perspective
during the European Renaissance: “... long before men of science accepted the new vision of
space, it was artists who found a way to give coherent meaning to the idea of an extended
physical void” (Wertheim, 1999, p. 104). As society grapples with the changes brought about
by the information age, artists once again have an important role to play.
9Methodologies: reflective practice and creative process
My motivation in undertaking this research has been to critically reflect on eight years of
creative practice; I have chosen not to submit creative work for examination because I
preferred to devote this time to thinking rather than making, reflecting on work that is already
extant. While reflective practice is the obvious methodological approach, I have discovered
during the course of the research that my process has been largely the same as my creative
process and therefore cite both reflective practice and creative process as my methodologies.
The artist as a reflective practitioner
As I have stated, my experience is that reflection is intrinsic to artistic practice and impossible
to separate from the creative process. Donald Schön’s example of jazz musicians who in
improvisation are constantly listening to and responding to each other, is a good illustration of
simultaneous reflection and creation (1991, p. 55) which Schön calls reflection-in-action. Any
form of improvisational performance, such as theatre sports, jamming, rap, scatting and so on,
involves simultaneous reflection and creation. My own work frequently involves audience
interaction, which leads to improvisation and thinking on my feet (or more literally, thinking
with my fingertips) during performance, a process of reflective improvisation and
experimentation which also takes place during devising and rehearsal. Schön acknowledges
that for many, reflection-in-action is an everyday event and for some, such as jazz musicians,
it is at the core of their practice (p. 69).
Schön offers reflective practice as a counterbalance to the limitations and mystique of
technical rationality, opening the door for practitioners in any field to step out of the
traditional role of expert and engage with the questions and dilemmas of their practice. In this
process, the researcher’s personal feelings about and relationship to the research are integral:
“the reflective researcher cannot maintain distance from, much less superiority to, the
experience of practice” (Schön, 1991, p. 323). This impossibility of objectivity requires the
reflective practitioner to contextualise their research within their wider personal
circumstances as well as within the field of practice. When the reflective practitioner is also
an artist-theorist, these complexities are doubled: the professional practice on which the artist-
theorist is reflecting is also their own creative, intellectual, emotional and imaginative output.
Looking specifically at the thought processes of the practising artist, Sullivan articulates
transcognition as a framework for visual arts knowing and describes it as a “reflexive process
… characteristic of research in general and indicative of visual arts practice in particular” – an
ongoing dialogue in which meaning is created and critiqued over time” (Sullivan, 2005, p.
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130). This idea of transcognition can equally be applied to other arts disciplines such as
theatre and performance.
Interestingly, as O’Toole points out, the arts do not feature in Schön’s main examples of
reflective practice (2006, p. 57). This is not to suggest that the examples Schön gives are not
creative in their practice, but those of us who define ourselves as professional artists often
have quite different personal circumstances to Schön’s psychotherapists, teachers and town
planners – many like myself are independent artists juggling a variety of paid jobs in order to
sustain our artistic careers, while others become full-time academics or teachers and struggle
to make time for creative projects. Particularly in New Zealand, where I am based, there are
very few professional artists who receive a full-time salary for their artistic work, and this
leads to certain constraints and opportunities. Despite (or perhaps partly because of) this,
Schön’s notion of reflection-in-action as well as reflection-on-action is central to the work of
most professional artists: on the one hand there is rarely the opportunity to devote time to
deep reflection, but on the other hand an element of constant quick critical reflection is
essential for survival. For myself, I have found that the only way to create a space for in-depth
reflection is to step off the hectic treadmill of independent practice and temporarily enter into
the structured environment of academia.
Creative process as a research methodology
Experience arises together with theoretical assumptions and not before them.
(Feyerabend, 1979, p. 168)
O’Toole speaks about arts-based enquiry and arts-informed enquiry as methodologies in
which the artwork and art-making process can be integral to the research process and outcome
(2006, pp. 58-59), but he explicitly differentiates between the research goals of the artist and
those of the academic researcher, asserting that the aims of the former are more subjective
than those of the latter (p. 23). Cheryl Stock (2000) also differentiates between the artistic
product as the goal of the artist while for the researcher it is a theoretical output. However
Sullivan argues that these are not mutually exclusive and that both artist and academic
researcher share the same ultimate goal – the quest for knowledge and understanding; it is in
the path to achieving this goal where the difference lies (Sullivan, 2005, p. 223).
Although these paths are different, Stock finds commonalities in the methods of artist-
researchers and our colleagues in the social and physical sciences, including investigation,
11
experimentation (creativity), interpretation and communication (Stock, 2000). This concurs
with Sullivan’s assertion that “informing theories and  practices are found in the art studio”
(2005, p. xvii). His case for practice as research (p. 223) leads me to the notion of creative
process as a research methodology. I have found that my research process is basically
identical to my admittedly haphazard creative process: I set out to work on a particular area of
research and find myself drawn along an irresistible tangent into another area. Generally, I
allow myself to follow these tangents rather than force adherence to my (frequently modified)
research timeline, for I share Einstein’s notion of opportunism and Feyerabend’s belief in
errors and deviations as “preconditions of progress” (1979, p. 179). A haphazard process does
not preclude good time-management and the ability to meet deadlines, which are essential for
both the independent artist and the researcher. Rather, it opens up the possibility for
unexpected opportunities along the way – something that is crucial when experimenting with
new technologies and in an emerging art form.
Research strategy and methods
Feyerabend argues that “all methodologies, even the most obvious ones, have their limits”
(1979, p. 32) and in the same vein Sullivan asserts that “while there is a need to locate forms
of artistic inquiry within certain scholarly frameworks, there is no need to be a slave to them”
(2005, p. 223), encouraging the artist-theorist to “absorb, adapt, and co-opt a research
language” (p. 151). My research strategy, like my creative process, borrows from a variety of
sources: the performing and visual arts, literature and the information technology industry. I
have co-opted principles from open source and Agile software development methodologies:
the open source spirit of sharing for the benefit of all makes source code freely available for
programmers to voluntarily collaborate on, while Agile methodology prioritises the flexibility
to adapt to change over the constraints of a predetermined process and outcome.
10
 I have
drawn on emergent design – where the design emerges during the research – and adapted my
own creative methods to the task of research. Arts research methods must by necessity be
broad (Sullivan, 2005, p. 174), and the methods I employ include multitasking, active
procrastination, conflict resolution, documentation, case study and remote collaboration.
Working experimentally with new technologies demands new research methods in the first
instance because the methods of data collection, storage and analysis have changed (Gray &
Malins, 2004, p. 95) and additionally in my case because these technologies are also the tools
                                                      
10
 Agile is the methodology used for UpStage, the web-based cyberformance software which I have
been instrumental in designing and developing since 2003. I am also familiar with Agile from my work
as a technical writer and project manager in the IT industry. http://agilemanifesto.org/
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of my practice. As Galileo invented the telescope in order to undertake his research (p. 96),
my practice has contributed to the invention of new software, new terminology and new
remote collaborative practices, all of which inform my research methods.
Multitasking
The term multitasking originates in computer programming and refers to a computer
processor’s ability to switch rapidly between tasks, giving the appearance of working on
multiple tasks simultaneously (Tobis, Tobis, & NetLibrary Inc., 2002). Multitasking is my
normal modus operandi, in both creative process and research. When working at my computer
I typically have eight or more applications open, and some may have several windows open
simultaneously. My rehearsal room is commonly situated within the computer, but if I am
working in a physical space I am also moving between computer, data projector, other
technologies and props. Multitasking is also evident in the content of my creative work, where
there are usually multiple sites of meaning as well as multiple narratives and a juxtaposition
of stylistic layers, demanding a form of multitasking from the audience as well. Although at
times it can be distracting, multitasking is a natural and inspirational way for me to work, and
it is increasingly normal in contemporary Western society, both socially and in the workplace.
Multitasking to such an extent has only become possible through the development of recent
technologies, but the multiplicity of simultaneous processes and ideas is not new. Galileo,
when criticised by Descartes for continual digressions and a lack of order in his arguments,
responded:
I do not regard it as a fault to talk about many and diverse things ... for I believe that
what gives grandeur, nobility, and excellence to our deeds and inventions does not lie
in what is necessary – though the absence of it would be a great mistake – but in what
is not. (Galileo in Feyerabend, 1979, p. 69)
The active and inquiring mind is engaged in a constant dance of ideas, and Feyerabend
advocates pluralism of theories and opinions: “[v]ariety of opinion is necessary for objective
knowledge. And a method that encourages variety is also the only method that is compatible
with a humanitarian outlook” (p. 46). Of course, variety and pluralism are not the same thing
as multitasking; but multitasking as a research method (and a creative process) is an active
demonstration of plurality of method and variety of opinion. Despite a veneer of chaos,
multitasking is a valid method within an Agile and emergent research design: new
opportunities can be explored as they arise, longer tasks can be continued in the background
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without slowing down the entire process, and many possible threads can be followed
simultaneously to see which might lead to something useful.
Active procrastination and conflict resolution
I include active procrastination and conflict resolution as research methods because I have
indulged in one and resorted to the other as ways to move forward in my research, and
because I employ both methods in my creative process. Procrastination is generally regarded
as a bad habit and a waste of time, but it does not mean doing nothing – it means doing
something other than the thing one feels one ought to do (Perry, 1995). Choi and Chu (2005)
have identified two types of procrastinator: passive and active. Their research shows that
“[a]ctive procrastination may be particularly beneficial, or even necessary, for individuals
who work in highly demanding, unpredictable, and fast changing environments” (p. 262) and
they propose that this leads to greater flexibility to respond to unexpected changes. The
environment they describe strongly resembles the contemporary environment of digital media
and information technology, and the characteristics of the active procrastinator fit well with
multitasking, emergent design and Agile methodology.
When I recognise that my procrastination is slipping from active to passive, which is
characterised by weak self-efficacy beliefs and task aversion (Chu & Choi, 2005), I have
employed conflict resolution strategies
11
 to name the conflict, identify my fears about it, and
find new perspectives to move beyond those fears. I have experienced very real fears about
my academic ability and that I will be forced to compromise my ideas and opinions in the
face of unbending institutional frameworks. New perspectives that have helped me to
overcome these fears include discovering theorists such as Feyerabend and Sullivan, as well
as supportive colleagues who have given me the confidence to see the research already
inherent in my creative practice, and the feedback that I am articulating my ideas coherently.
                                                      
11
 Conflict Resolution Network, http://www.crnhq.org/
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Documentation
Working in the ephemeral medium of live performance where there is no tangible product,
some form of documentation is essential. Once a performance is over, we are left with
souvenirs, artefacts and memories – which are naturally highly subjective and likely to suffer
the effects of decay. Worse, over time these artefacts can come to have more significance than
the original work itself. In today’s world of repeatable media, performance artists are
constantly asked for video recordings of our performances. I have recordings, but I rarely let
people see them, as they are NOT the work. Liveness and interaction are fundamental to my
work, and recordings kill both.
12
 The forms of documentation that I find more useful than
video recordings are: text logs from rehearsals and performances (which can be profound and
hilarious due to cross conversations, typos and tangents); screengrabs (still image captures of
the computer screen); email records of the devising, research and production processes;
scripts or scores (which are quite different from play scripts as they encapsulate multiple
simultaneous sites, actions, dialogue, and other activity done by several performers using a
variety of media; see Appendix 1 for a script sample); creative journals; performance
materials (programmes, web sites, media releases, publicity material, interviews, reviews,
previews); and audience feedback (sometimes this is specifically requested and formalised,
other times it may be comments in the chat or unsolicited emails). Screen recordings have a
use as a creative development tool and memory aid, but they are as problematic as video
recordings.
Documentation is an ongoing process, necessarily limited by time and resources, but I try to
be as thorough as possible and I am fortunate in that most of my collaborators share this
attitude; between us we have amassed a considerable amount of data over the years. During
my research I have sifted through almost a decade of back-up CDs and numerous boxes of
materials from conferences, festivals and performances. I have created an online timeline
13
that links to documentation of my own and other relevant performances, and a del.icio.us web
site
14
 of online references. I also maintain or contribute to numerous web sites, wikis and
blogs which document my field of research.
15
                                                      
12
 Auslander has explored the complex interrelationship between performance, documentary and
authenticity in his article “The Performativity of Performance Documentation” (Auslander, 2006),
which I refer to in Chapter 6 with regard to the role of the audience.
13
 http://www.cyberformance.org/timeline.html, reproduced in Appendix 3.
14
 http://del.icio.us/frock
15
 Links to these different sites and blogs can be found at http://www.cyberformance.org and
http://www.creative-catalyst.com
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Case study
Documentation provides the raw data for case studies that are vital for the visibility and
economic survival of the artist. Every grant proposal I write includes case studies of past work
as evidence of my ability to realise the project I am requesting funding for. I am also
frequently asked for case studies of my work for other contexts, such as other researchers who
are investigating my work, references in books and articles, and projects to document specific
areas such as open source software or feminist digital arts projects. O’Toole describes the
reflective practitioner case study as “one of those areas where what we do merges seamlessly
into how we research” (2006, p. 56) and this is illustrated in my use of case study in my
creative practice and my research. The main disadvantage of case study as a research method
is that generalisations cannot be made beyond the specific cases (Gray & Malins, 2004, p.
117; O'Toole, 2006, p. 46). O’Toole quotes Leedy and Ormrod (2001, p. 149) who point out
that case studies are useful for “learning more about a little known or poorly understood
situation”, and this is how case study is applied in this project.
Most of my cyberformance work has been undertaken with the globally distributed
cyberformance troupe Avatar Body Collision, and I have therefore chosen this group’s work
as one source of primary data for my research. Other case studies are The Plaintext Players
and UpStage,
16
 software developed specifically for cyberformance. The work of many other
artists is also referred to throughout this thesis.
Remote collaboration
While theatre production has always been collaborative, as have many other practices from
film-making to industrial production, it is only since the 1990s that the use of electronic
networks has facilitated remote collaboration across a wide range of disciplines (Khosrow-
Pour, 2002, p. 3). Remote collaboration is my main collaborative method, as most of my
collaboration is with people in different geographical locations (often whom I have never
met). This requires much planning – it sometimes seems that we spend more time scheduling
rehearsals than actually rehearsing – as well as great flexibility, trust and careful
documentation. We use digital spaces – web sites, email and chat – to devise, organise,
perform and document our work, and this is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5. I have
naturally turned to these same tools in my research: email archives, web sites, blogs and other
online tools are fundamental to my research.
                                                      
16
 http://www.upstage.org.nz
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Interpretative paradigm
As a reflective artist-theorist, my research is based on my personal perception of and response
to my own artistic work (mostly in collaboration with other artists). I make judgements and
claims that are based on the data I have gathered and the documentation of my work, and that
are coloured by my lived experience up to this point in time. I am a white, middle-class
woman from New Zealand; a theatre artist, writer and internet professional; a feminist, an
activist, a well-travelled nomad, and a compulsive networker – amongst many other things.
My ongoing practice of remote collaboration means that I am actively participating in a global
context no matter where I happen to be physically located, and this contributes to the breadth
of my interpretative paradigm.
The cross-disciplinary and emergent nature of my creative practice also traverses a wide and
diverse territory. Many scholars are writing about digital performance (Causey, 2006; Dixon,
2007; Giannachi, 2004), but more often than not I have found their focus lies at the high-end
of the digital spectrum, where cyberformance is not. Reviewing the existing literature, I found
a peak of relevant publishing around the end of the 1990s, such as Theatre in Cyberspace, a
collection of essays edited by Stephen Schrum (1999), Hamlet on the Holodeck by Janet
Murray (1997), Marie Laure Ryan’s concept of interactive drama (1997) and Alice Rayner’s
essay Everywhere and Nowhere (1999). I have drawn from contemporary performance
theories, including liveness (Auslander, 1999), intermediality (Chapple & Kattenbelt, 2006)
and liminal performance (Broadhurst, 1999), as well as from seminal theatre theorists such as
Bertold Brecht (Bennett, 1997; Blau, 1990) and Peter Brook (1972), and the European avant-
garde artists of the early twentieth century (Apollonio & Humphreys, 2001; R. Goldberg,
2001). To inform my understanding of the differences (or not) between theatre and
performance I have read John Reaves (1995), Richard Schechner (2003), Marvin Carlson
(1996), Patrice Pavis (1982), Nick Kaye (1996), RoseLee  Goldberg (2001) – to name but a
few. In the convergence of information technologies with the literary and dramatic arts I have
looked to Murray (1997), Ryan (1999a) and Brenda Danet (2001) and for analysis of the
wider social impact of the internet I have used Sherry Turkle (1997), Pierre Levy (1997) and
Axel Bruns (2008) amongst others. My underlying theoretical paradigm is post-structuralism
(Poster, 1989; Sarup, 1993).
Post-structuralism is predicated on Saussure’s idea that language is “a structure that defines
the limits of communication and shapes the subjects who speak” (Poster, 1989, p. 128).
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However it simultaneously acknowledges the instability of language and the existence of
multiple truths or interpretations, therefore problematises the very idea of theory itself:
Language is no longer a field for truth and expression but a labyrinthine network of
referential ambiguities and structural codes that can never be resolved or mastered.
As such, the West’s canons of cultural authority and its “logocentric” discourses of
truth and knowledge are little more than strategies of power, provisional and
problematic, if not actually tyrannical. (Davis, 1998, p. 329)
In this shifting and indeterminate paradigm, defining and contextualising cyberformance
within contemporary performance forms seems an almost ridiculous task. Davis has exposed
the tyranny of Western cultural authority, and Bruns suggests that traditional epistemological
methods may no longer be appropriate in the new global knowledge space (Bruns, 2008, p.
192). And yet, my artistic roots are in traditional Western theatre, and so this is where I must
begin.
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3: The problem of naming
Theatre has always been an integrative, collaborative art which potentially (and
sometimes actually) includes all art: music, dance, painting, sculpture, etc. Why not
be aggressive in the tumultuous context of the Digital Revolution? Why not claim all
interactive art in the name of theatre? (Reaves, 1995)
My personal artistic practice straddles many forms and disciplines including but not limited to
(and in no particular order) theatre, writing, networked performance, net.art, digital arts,
digital performance, performance art, design, interactive art, poetry, hypertext, spoken word,
story-telling, sound art and software development. Ultimately, it is its inherent liveness and
collaborativity that situates my practice within the overarching field of theatre, following John
Reaves’ suggestion above. As explained in the introduction, the use of the term theatre in
relation to my practice of live online performance has been challenged, and this has provoked
me to interrogate my personal understanding of theatre in relation to the myriad other terms
which have a bearing on my practice. Because my practice is located on the internet, the
emergent domains of digital media, information technology, cyber theory and cultural studies
also feed into this research. In this chapter I first problematise the act of defining and labelling
elusive and evolving artistic forms, then outline existing relevant terminology and concepts
that are useful in articulating my practice. I ask whether a specific term for my work is
justified, given the abundance of terms already in use, and suggest that it is partly because of
this abundance that it is necessary to have a specific term.
In the fields of theatre, performance and cultural studies, different scholars use different terms
to mean the same or slightly different things; this is the natural result of the diversity of
cultures and experiences that co-exist in the post-modern, post-colonial world. Here, the only
constant is change; globalisation and the rapid evolution of technology have ruptured
boundaries and resulted in cross-pollination between formerly distinct disciplines and
cultures. The post-structuralist theorist Mark Poster has identified as characteristic of
advanced capitalism “a sudden explosion of multiple types of linguistic experience at every
point in daily life” which theorists must take into account in order to avoid obsolescence
(Poster, 1989, pp. 109-110). Language and theory must always be in a state of flux if they are
to be of any use, yet this state of flux is antithetical to theory’s desire to understand and make
meaning; nonetheless, in order to articulate my practice, I must use language.
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Even without this contemporary destabilisation, theatre has long had an uneasy relationship
with rigid definition. Forty years ago, Peter Brook asserted that “[t]ruth in theatre is always on
the move” (1972, p. 157); Patrice Pavis confessed to a “healthy state of suspicion about any
universal model” of theatre (1982, p. 9) and more recently Mark Fortier has suggested that by
its very nature, theatre refuses to capitulate to linguistic models (2002, p.4). As distinct from
theatre, performance occupies an even more elusive state. In discussing Performance Studies
as a field of research, Richard Schechner acknowledges that it “resists or rejects definition. As
a discipline, Performance Studies cannot be mapped effectively because it transgresses
boundaries, it goes where it is not expected to be. It is inherently ‘in-between’ and therefore
cannot be pinned down or located exactly” (1998, p. 360). RoseLee  Goldberg states that
“[b]y its very nature, performance defies precise or easy definition” (2001, p. 9) and admits
that performance art has become “a catch-all for live presentations of all kinds” (p. 226). This
resistance to definition is also found in oppositional concepts such as live and mediatised
(Auslander, 1999), presence and absence  (Wunderer, 1999) and real and virtual (Ryan,
1999b). Even the need for the presence of the fleshy body in live performance is up for debate
(Hayles, 1999; LeNoir, 1999; Paffrath & Stelarc, 1984).
Thus I find myself in the difficult position of attempting to define and situate my practice
within a landscape of constantly shifting and reconfiguring paradigms that cling to the
treacherous terrain of theatre/performance . The plethora of terms and concepts is
symptomatic of the great diversity of creative work that employs performance strategies to
address contemporary issues, explore new technologies and push the boundaries of the
traditional confines of theatre and performance. Hans-Thies Lehman suggests that “[i]t is
essential to accept the coexistence of divergent theatre forms and concepts in which no
paradigm is dominant” (2006), therefore a theatre/performance hybrid, seasoned with a
variety of other contemporary cultural theories, is the framework from which I will address
the specific concepts that relate to my own practice.
Theatre or performance?
Although the two words are at times interchangeable, the subtle yet crucial differences
between theatre and performance have been the subject of much debate. Schechner has
mapped the intersecting relationships between drama, script, theatre and performance in
considerable depth and, acknowledging the difficulties of defining, describes performance as
“the widest possible circle of events condensing around theater” (2003, p. 94). Fortier first
distinguishes between theatre and drama – ‘[u]nlike drama, theatre is not words on a page.
Theatre is performance (though often the performance of a drama text)” (2002, p. 4) – and
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then adds “the concept of performance”, acknowledging its contested and contradictory status
(p. 10). Marvin Carlson harks back to the “simpler days [when] all theatre was considered to
be involved with performance” (1996, p. 2) and describes how during the 1970s, when
performance emerged as a distinct genre, “theatre was probably the most common ‘other’
against which the new art could be defined” (p. 114). During the latter part of the twentieth
century, the term performance gained currency both within theatre semiotics and in wider
contemporary culture – from theories of the performance of gender (Butler, 1997; Dolan,
1993) and identity (Turkle, 1997) to measurements of achievement in any area. In the arts,
performance appears in the performing arts, performance art, performance studies and simply
as performance. Steve Dixon describes it as a “paleonymic term” that has been “stretched and
reconfigured” (Dixon, 2007, p. x) and can be applied to games and sports, rock concerts,
achievement in any area from academia to the workplace to technology, and the simple
performance of daily rituals and actions. Theatre, on the other hand, implies an acknowledged
and distinct separation from daily life (Schechner, 2003, pp. 13-14) – which can also be
understood as an intention or quality of otherness – and a specific relationship between
performer and spectator. As Carlson says, “[t]he very presence of an audience watching an
action, however neutral or non-matrixed, and presented in whatever unconventional space,
inevitably called up associations with theatre” (1996, p. 114).
In differentiating performance from theatre, key elements such as the concept of restored
behaviour (Schechner, 2002) and the rejection of a pre-existing text (George, 1996) or
character (R. Goldberg, 2001) have been identified. Most theorists acknowledge the
“essentially contested” status of the term (Strine, Long & Hopkins, 1990, in Carlson, 1996, p.
1) and its necessarily blurry boundaries. While it is usually accepted as emerging from theatre
traditions, Goldberg has claimed performance as a branch of the visual arts – “live art by
artists” – and as a means by which visual artists have broken free of the confines of traditional
media and structures (2001, p. 9). She cites the absence of character and narrative plot, and
the presence of the artist as the performer, as key factors distinguishing performance from
theatre (p. 8). This assumes a theatre that is based on drama in Schechner’s use of the term as
a “verbal narrative” (Schechner, 2003, p. 94) and denies any role-playing or use of character
by the artist in their performance. While this may be true for many (but not all) performance
works, it can also be true for theatre, even for Brook’s oft-cited example of a man crossing an
empty stage (1972, p. 11). It is also problematic in that non-verbal narratives can always be
found if one wants to find them, and when visual artists perform they are by default stepping
into something other than their everyday role, even if it is not a specific character. Others
argue that it is the content, aesthetic or attitude that sets performance apart from theatre – “the
naked authenticity of its transgressional desire, the motivational force which demands
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confrontation and mediation” (Herbert, 1994, p. 11) – however even the most cursory
examination of contemporary theatre practices reveals this as a very tenuous distinction.
Other places to look for distinctions between theatre and performance are in a work’s
structural or formal roots, and in the context of its reception. Dan Zellner proposes theatre
simply as “a place of action/the field of operations” (1999, p. 20), while Robin Nelson sums
up the theatrical event as involving “the collective witness in a given space at a given time of
a more or less intentionally constructed sequence of things happening through time.” (2004, p.
304). This notion of the collective shared experience is key; even when the audience consists
of only a single person, as in Brook’s example, both performer and spectator are
simultaneously present. This is consistent with Peggy Phelan’s insistence on the ephemerality
of performance (1993, p. 41), and with respect to theatre in cyberspace Alice Rayner has
identified the “foreground[ing] of the ontology of the here and now” (1999, p. 282), while
Brenda Danet emphasises “simultaneity with respect to time, not being literally in the same
physical space” (2001, p. 112). Theatre is activated in this meeting or exchange between the
performer(s) and audience; by activated, I mean that it is in the moment of this relationship
where theatre actually happens (Brook, 1972, p. 142; Wunderer, 1999, p. 207). This is related
to Herbert Blau’s notion of the audience being “initiated or precipitated” by the performance
(1990, p. 25). The experience is shared by performer and spectator in real time; generally this
is ontological to both theatre and performance, however this is not always the case when
looking at the details of specific forms.
For example, the term virtual theatre has gained some popularity in relation to new forms of
technologically-enhanced theatre, but with differing interpretations. Dan Zellner imagined a
virtual theatre that would consist of “a single audience member putting on a headset and
experiencing a virtual presentation” (1999, p. 27), removing the real-time relationship
between performer and audience member and therefore any sense of collective witnessing.
Gabriella Giannachi’s Virtual Theatres: an Introduction is a broad-ranging survey of work
that meets her own criteria:. “[v]irtual theatre constructs itself through the interaction between
the viewer and the work of art which allows the viewer to be present in both the real and the
virtual environment” (2004, p. 19). It is the relationship between the viewer and the work that
she highlights, rather than the relationship between the viewer and the artist. In many of the
examples that Giannachi cites, the artist/performer is not present (physically or virtually) in
the same moment that the spectator views the work. Zellner and Giannachi’s diminishing of
the real-time performer-spectator relationship can also be found in performance art, such as
the year-long performances by Tehching Hseih (1978-99) where, in a twist on Giannachi’s
privileging of the viewer-work relationship, it is the artist’s relationship with the work that
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matters most. The presence of spectators at these performances was restricted and sometimes
actively avoided (Carr, 1993, p. 3) and his last two works did not invite any audience at all.
Hseih reduced his performances to actions (although as he says himself “[a]ction is not
necessarily art”) and sought to move beyond art to where the performance becomes life (Bajo,
2003). In this respect his intention was to remove the sense of otherness, which this research
accepts as essential to theatre. Hseih calls these works performances, and they are – yet they
aren’t. Could they be called virtual theatre or performance, where virtual is understood as
potential (Ryan, 1999b, p. 92)? It is this kind of exception to the rule that demands new labels
and definitions in order to be able to speak coherently about new performance practices.
Live hybrids
Live art is another player in the theatre/performance name game. Nick Kaye broadly
identifies British live art as being rooted in theatre whereas North American performance art
is a descendant of visual art, emerging from “the highly theorized world of ‘avant-garde’ art”
(1994, p. 88), which is consistent with Goldberg’s approach (2001). Kaye describes live art as
“as much an attitude as it might be a performance practice” and, like many others,
acknowledges the “slipperiness, the resistance of Live Art to being pinned down by
explanation or prescription” (1994, p. 87). He identifies the hybrid as “a work functioning
between recognisable forms or schemes” (Kaye, 1996, p. 12). Another variant of the hybrid is
Susan Broadhurst’s adoption of Victor Turner’s concept of liminality (Turner, 1982) to define
a specific genre of liminal performance, which she describes as performance that is “located
at the edge of what is possible” (Broadhurst, 1999, p. 12) and cites as its quintessential
features “hybridisation, indeterminacy, a lack of ‘aura’ and the collapse of the distinction
between high and popular culture” (p 1). Interestingly, liminal was earlier used by Janet
Murray in relation to computers: “[i]n psychological terms, computers are liminal objects,
located on the threshold between external reality and our own minds” (1997, p. 99). More
recently, Freda Chapple and Chiel Kattenbelt have coined the term intermedial in theatre and
performance as “a meeting point in-between the performers, the observers, and the confluence
of media involved in a performance at a particular moment in time … a space where the
boundaries soften” (2006, p. 12). It is in these liminal and intermedial spaces of meeting and
merging, existing simultaneously on the outermost margins and the innermost betweens,
where new live hybrid forms are emerging and where new practices can perhaps find a
nomadic home.
A hybrid theatre/performance paradigm, with its acknowledged limitations, transgressions
and blurriness, is a possible framework from within which to approach this research. The
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theatre/performance hybrid encompasses all live work where an action is performed with a
specific intention, otherness, or sense of remove from everyday life, and witnessed by a
spectator. The real-time relationship between artist/performer and audience is crucial – they
may be present physically or virtually but the experience of the performance is shared and
activated in real time. This contemporary hybrid model has strong parallels with the Futurist
Variety Theatre (Apollonio & Humphreys, 2001) and with other early twentieth century
European avant-garde movements that ruptured the rigid traditional boundaries of artistic
disciplines by incorporating multiple art forms, atypical sites and new technologies such as
noise instruments, mechanical devices and film in theatrical spectacles. Today’s digital
technologies provide even more strings to the bow of hybrid theatre/performance, and the
unfettered expression of art and ideas within the liminal space of the internet echoes the spirit
of those early hybridists of the Cabaret Voltaire and Dada salons.
Widespread hybridisation in the arts today is evidenced in double-barrelled terminology such
as performance installation, and terms such as intermedia and cross-disciplinary. Pertinent to
this research are terms including cyber theatre, online theatre, computer-mediated theatre,
virtual theatre, networked performance and digital performance. These last two terms –
digital performance and networked performance – are particularly useful as cyberformance
can be understood as belonging to both at the same time as representing a distinct form of
digital or networked performance.
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Digital technologies in theatre and performance
I call for an expanded performance theory that can address the issue of digital media,
virtual reality, cyber-performance and theatre. (Causey, 2006, p. 51)
Since the 1980s there has been a growing discourse around digital technologies, the internet
and the impact of the personal computer on contemporary society  (Bruns, 2008; Davis, 1998;
Lévy, 1997; Lunenfeld, 1999; McLuhan, 2001; Ryan, 1999a). The reverberations of the
digital revolution can be compared to seismic social and cultural shifts such as the invention
of the printing press or the steam engine, and its impact is being felt throughout society. It is
reflected not only in the content but also in the form and technique of performance-making:
there has been much innovation in the field of dance, such as the work of choreographers
Merce Cunningham and Johannes Birringer, and by performance artists who have crossed
over from other disciplines such as the visual arts or music, for example Nam June Paik and
Laurie Anderson. Dixon reminds us that theatre has always appropriated new technologies, as
well as providing a template for new forms such as film and television (2007, p. 40), and
digital performance can be understood as theatre that has appropriated and incorporated
digital technologies.
Dixon defines digital performance as “all performance works where computer technologies
play a key role rather than a subsidiary one in content, techniques, aesthetics or delivery
forms” (2007, p. 3) – although in the preface the slipperiness of both digital and performance
is acknowledged – and Schrum has expanded on this with his “Proposed Taxonomy of Digital
Performance” (2007), discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. As might be expected, others
writing in this field do not necessarily use the same language – in 1997 Murray described her
term cyberdrama as “only a placeholder for what is around the corner” (1997, p. 271), which
we now know to include virtual theatre (Giannachi, 2004; Zellner, 1999) and Matthew
Causey’s concept of postorganic performance (2006, p. 51), amongst many other terms.
Whatever names are used, research on digital performance has tended to focus on two main
areas: the scenographic use of digital projection in live performance; and the integration of
interactive technologies such as motion capture, AI agents and VR environments with the live
performer. Susan Broadhurst lists “motion tracking, artificial intelligence, 3-D modeling and
animation, digital paint and sound, robotics, interactive design and biotechnology” (2007, p.
1) as digital technologies that are increasingly prominent in arts practices. In these recent
(post-2000) mappings of digital performance, the use of the internet in live theatre and
cyberspace as a site for live performance do not figure greatly. It is in comparatively older
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texts such as Murray’s Hamlet on the Holodeck: The Future of Narrative in Cyberspace
(1997) and Theatre in Cyberspace : Issues of Teaching, Acting and Directing, edited by
Stephen Schrum (1999) that I have found the best discussions of the potential for theatre on
the internet. Brenda Laurel’s Computers as Theatre (1993) was a turning point in the
conceptualisation of the human-computer interface, but it predates the use of the internet as a
site for theatre and is limited by its adherence to Aristotelean principles and traditional
narratology (Causey, 2006, p. 51). Laurel’s narrow concept of theatre is exactly that which
Goldberg’s performance art and Kaye’s live art deliberately strive to set themselves apart
from.
Murray, on the other hand, identifies a wide range of emerging digital storytelling forms,
some existing, some imagined and some drawn from fiction such as the Star Trek ‘holodeck’
which gives the book its title. Some of what she envisaged for the future now exists, such as
“… 3-D landscapes and graphical avatars with typed-in dialogue appearing in bubbles over
their heads”
17
 (Murray, 1997, p. 150) and she prefigures user-generated content and current
popular technologies such as blogging, interactive television, online social communities and
multi-user virtual worlds. Her speculations about where these forms might go are firmly
grounded in the long traditions of storytelling, spectacle and theatre, her ideas based within
literary and theatrical frameworks. She locates the origins of cyberdrama in theatre history,
from ritual to commedia dell’Arte to contemporary improvised theatre, and describes the
computer as “a new stage for participatory theatre” (p. 125). Monika Wunderer goes further
than this and declares “the Internet is a perfect place for theatre” (1999, p. 208). Many of the
chapters in Schrum’s book, of which Wunderer’s is one, discuss internet-based performance
including MOO
18
 and IRC
19
 theatre, hyperdrama, remote collaboration and the potential for
interactivity in online performance. ATHEMOO,
20
 established by Juli Burk in 1995, and the
performances that took place there are documented (Burk, 1999; Sacks, 1999; Stevenson,
1999) as well as early internet performances by groups such as the Hamnet Players
(Wunderer, 1999, pp. 210-213) who staged live theatre in an IRC channel in 1993 and 1994.
Danet has also documented the work of the Hamnet Players, describing IRC as an “inherently
playful medium … Two features of IRC enhance its dramatic potential: its inherent script-like
                                                      
17
 Murray's description applies to graphical chat rooms such as the Palace, virtual worlds such as
Second Life, and purpose-built online performance platforms such as UpStage.
18
 The acronym MOO stands for ‘MUD Object Oriented’, a MUD being a multi-player online text chat
and role-playing environment and ‘object oriented’ referring to the users’ ability to programme the
server, thus changing and expanding the environment for all users.
19
 Internet Relay Chat is an early form of direct many-to-many online text chat originally developed by
computer system administrators for fast and effective communication in their networked workplaces.
20
 ATHEMOO was a MOO environment developed alongside the 1995 Association for Theatre in
Higher Education conference, and used as a site for MOO theatre productions from 1995 to 2000.
http://moo.hawaii.edu/
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quality and the fact that it employs direct speech as its main mode of communication.” (2001,
p. 100).  This view is shared by Antoinette LaFarge, director of The Plaintext Players, who
claims her work as theatre because for her “the point is the enactment of the text, not the text
in and of itself” (1995, p. 418). LaFarge identifies strong parallels between MOO theatre and
other theatrical forms, citing the character rather than script as the centre of drama in both
commedia and online theatre (LaFarge & Allen, 2005).
This ready ownership of the word theatre, in the spirit of Reaves (1995), is shared by Desktop
Theater (Adriene Jenik, Lisa Brenneis and others) who developed a form of theatre in
graphical chat rooms during the 1990s. Jenik describes these online chat rooms as
“anticipatory spaces ripe for dramatic play” and describes how she researched Medieval
morality plays and drew on “the allegory, pantomime and political insinuation of this theater,
with strategies culled from street theater, puppet shows, and Futurist Sintesi and Surprise
Theater to create an arguably different online (and theatrical) experience” (1999). Desktop
Theater famously staged what may be the only performance of Beckett’s Waiting For Godot
where Godot has actually arrived,
21
 and they have created other devised and improvised work
including collaborating with me on Water[war]s (2001). Dixon disagrees with Jenik’s
position (2007, p. 490) in favour of his own version of cybertheatre – Chameleons 3: Net
Congestion (2000) – which employed a three-camera outside broadcast unit to stream a
performance to a remote audience, in conjunction with an IRC chat room facilitating
interaction between the audience and performers. He proposes that this production presents
“an argument for a genuinely new generic performance form: a peculiar improvisational
hybrid of social and aesthetic performance working simultaneously but in distinct spaces”
(Dixon, 2007, p. 509). However he also likens the performance to live television, saying this
is “another pointer for the argument that theatre may not be possible in cyberspace” (p. 508).
Ultimately he concludes that while technological limitations have led to a slow-down in
experimentation, the field remains “a largely blank canvas with a powerful technological
palette that is still in development” (p. 512) and leaves as an open question whether or not
online performance can be considered theatre.
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 Waitingforgodot.com was staged in a public Palace during the Third Annual Digital Storytelling
Festival (1997); a chat room participant called Muscleman announced that he was Godot and had
arrived, diverting the play from its normal course .
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Networked performance
Dixon provides the most comprehensive recent survey of internet-situated performance,
locating its origins in pre-internet satellite performances by Kit Galloway and Sherry
Rabinowitz (2007, p. 420), the use of video conferencing link-ups by companies such as The
Wooster Group (p. 422) and a range of telematic work that builds up to a “[t]elematic fervour
around the end of the millennium” (p. 423). These works also fall into the domain of
networked performance, defined in 2004 by Joanne Green, Helen Thorington and Michelle
Reil of Turbulence
22
 as “… any live event that is network enabled”; they include “any form of
networking in which computational devices speak to each other and create a feedback loop”
and qualify networked performance as being live, or “experienced at the moment of creation
or reception” (Green, Thorington, & Riel). Networked performance can be seen as a subset of
net art
23
 while also existing outside it, for example work that is networked by means other
than the internet, such as mobile phones or a local area network (LAN). Its origins extend
back to mail art, fax and phone art, and today networked performance encompasses an
extraordinary variety of work. The Networked Performance Blog
24
 illustrates how this label
has become over-used and somewhat diluted in its meaning, with many projects appearing on
the blog that are arguably not networked, or not performance. The site’s definition of
networked performance has been kept deliberately open and inclusive, which is all very well
for attracting a great variety of work, but it runs the risk of becoming meaningless.
Furthermore, searching databases for information about ‘networked performance’ returns a
quantity of technical documentation about the performance of computer networks; adding the
word ‘art’ to the search returns results about performing arts networks. This lack of specificity
is one reason why emerging art forms require specific terminology.
It is interesting to compare Green, Thorington and Reil’s definition of networked performance
as being “experienced at the moment of creation or reception” with Giannachi’s examples of
virtual theatre where the artist is not necessarily present at the moment the viewer
experiences the work. While it is possible for a networked performance to occur without the
artist being present, such as an interactive performance that is triggered by the spectator(s),
the performance is still created in the actual moment of being experienced by the spectator –
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 Turbulence is a project to support net art: http://turbulence.org
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 The term net.art was coined in 1995 by a specific group of artists to describe their own projects;
however, net.art (or net art or net-art or netart …) has come to be accepted as encompassing any artistic
practice that takes place on or via the internet. There is an enormous body of cross-disciplinary work
that comes under the mantle of net art, and live online performance is part of this family. It includes
work that is some or all of the following: online, interactive, visual, sonic, software art, code poetry,
hypertext, installation and performance.
24
 http://transition.turbulence.org/blog/
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the work itself does not exist independently. Giannachi includes net art and hypertexts as
virtual theatres, giving examples that are interactive artworks rather than live performances,
with no real-time relationship between artist and audience (2004, pp. 13-25). She omits
groundbreaking artists such as The Plaintext Players and the Hamnet Players, both of whom
used early multi-user internet technologies to stage real-time performances with remote
players and audiences – the earliest form of live online (and therefore networked)
performance that I have found. Giannachi’s focus in her discussion of MUDs and MOOs is on
the gaming, social, and role-playing aspects of these environments (pp. 90-91) –  aspects that
have been explored in detail by theorists such as Sherry Turkle (1997), Sandy Stone (1991)
and N. Katharine Hayles (1999). While online gaming and role-playing is a fascinating area in
terms of dramatic and narrative play and undoubtedly constitutes a form of networked
performance, it is generally not created with the intention of presentation to an external
audience.
25
 My interest is in the potential of such sites for the creation and presentation of
theatrical events, where there is a conscious intention to present to an audience – an audience
that is in some way still distinct from the performer(s).
Entering the hypersurface
Where I find Giannachi most useful for my research is her concept of the hypersurface, which
she describes as “where the real and the virtual meet each other … a liminal space [where] the
viewer can double their presence and be in both the real and virtual environment
simultaneously” (2004, p. 95). Later she says “Hypersurfaces are places of exchange, fleeting
intertextual strata in which dialectical opposites interact and continuously contaminate one
another” (p. 99). She gives examples of liquid architecture, telematic art, intelligent agents
and virtual reality environments to illustrate the concept. The humble personal computer
screen could equally be included as a hypersurface, if we can escape from the aforementioned
focus on the high end of digital performance and turn our gaze on the frenzy of D.I.Y.
grassroots artistic activity taking place on the internet. User-oriented technologies such as
mobile phones, digital video and still cameras, iPods, personal computers and affordable
internet connections are increasingly accessible and ubiquitous in the developed world.
26
 The
rise of Web 2.0, social networking and blogging software, user-generated content and the
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 Art and theatre events that arguably constitute cyberformance are being created and presented in
virtual worlds such as Second Life and online gaming environments, however for the purposes of this
research I have chosen not to include this area. This is partly to maintain realistic parameters, but also
due to the low-tech, D.I.Y. open source aesthetic of cyberformance, which is discussed in Chapter 4.
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 It is important to acknowledged that the affordability of digital technology comes at a high price
environmentally and with regard to human rights, as many IT industry manufacturers employ cheap
labour in poor conditions in Asia and Latin America, and environmental issues relating to recycling and
reducing toxic materials are only just beginning to be taken seriously.
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concept of the “produser” (Bruns, 2008) are encouraging every person and their digital device
to explore its creative potential via the hypersurface of the personal computer screen. This
trend is naturally reflected in artistic practice on many levels, one of which is the ‘low-tech
wizardry’ of my own practice – and is greatly at odds with Causey’s claim that “cyber-theatre,
given its high costs of production, will likely find its most active proponents in the mass
entertainments of sports, theme parks, and interactions with film and television” (2006, p. 49).
Clearly he and I are not talking about the same “cyber-theatre”, which affirms the need to
define at least the broad parameters of the variety of artistic practices within the realm of
networked and digital performance. However, the concept of the hypersurface is as applicable
to the low end of the digital spectrum as to the high end.
Dixon has called the period around 1998–2000 the “golden age” of digital performance (2007,
p. 31), and there certainly seems to have been a peak of productions and publications during
this time. The end of this “golden age” coincides with my own entry into the field. Was there
really a drop-off in the production of digital work, or did other factors contribute to make the
work less visible or less recognised? One factor may have been a general dissatisfaction – of
both audiences and artists – with the reality of technology failing to keep pace with the hype.
Another factor may have been the fear of and resistance to the entry of computers into theatre
– a perception perhaps held by audiences as much as theatre artists, that the computer is a tool
for business rather than art (Mitchell, 1999). But rather than a drop-off, it is perhaps a
plateauing of large-scale stage work that flirted with digital scenography and techniques
simply because it was the latest trend, without delving into the potential for new technologies
to be transformatively integrated into the craft of theatre-making (Rayner, 1999, p. 280).
Networked performance, on the other hand, necessarily integrates new technologies into the
very fabric of the work, and has yet to reach something that could be called a “golden age”;
we have only just begun to navigate this hypersurface.
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Cyberformance – maybe it’s a hyp(e)rid?
Acknowledging the difficulty of chaining theatre and performance to neat and tidy
definitions, I have adopted a hybrid theatre/performance framework, with a specific focus on
digital performance and networked performance, and incorporating the concepts of liminality,
intermediality and the hypersurface. My review of existing relevant terminology has revealed
a multiplicity of overlapping and contradictory terms, some that are inclusive almost to the
point of meaninglessness, as well as exceptions to every rule: virtual theatre, cyber-theatre,
hyperformance, computer-mediated theatre, cyberdrama, telematic art, computer-mediated
theatre, liminal performance, intermedial performance, post-organic performance,
hyperdrama, to mention but a few … and my own term, cyberformance. The need for a
specific term is evidenced by the lack of agreement of definitions – before we can engage in a
meaningful discourse we need to establish what it is we are actually talking about. For
example, cyber-theatre is used slightly differently by Causey (2006, p. 49) and Dixon (2007,
p. 503), and differently again by Maria Chatzichristodoulou who defines cybertheatres as
“networked performance practices, that is, performance practices that employ the Internet as a
medium or a space – stage” (Chatzichristodoulou, 2006). The abundance of terms currently in
use is indicative of the emergent nature of the field and, as Murray suggests in calling the
term cyberdrama a “placeholder” (1997, p. 271), this is likely to reduce as certain terms prove
to be more useful and tenacious than others.
I coined the term cyberformance in 2000 because I couldn’t find an appropriate word to
describe what I was doing; I and others have been using it ever since, and despite the many
other terms available I have not yet discovered one that does the job better than
cyberformance. It is more useful than terms like networked performance or computer-
mediated performance when searching online databases, and it describes a form that
transgresses many other forms in true hybrid (or should that be hyp(e)rid?) fashion.
Cyberformance can be located as a distinct form within the subsets of networked performance
and digital performance, and within the overall form of theatre, as it is a live performance
form with an audience that is complicit in the completion of the work in real time.
The following chapter presents a manifesto of cyberformance and gives examples of what it is
and is not, with more in-depth analysis of cyberformance case studies in the ensuing chapter.
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4: What is cyberformance?
At the 2007 Association for Theatre in Higher Education (ATHE) conference in New Orleans,
Stephen Schrum presented a “Proposed Taxonomy of Digital Performance” (Schrum, 2007).
Prompted by the absence of such a thing, he offered his taxonomy as a starting point for a
discussion around common terms within the field of digital performance that might be agreed
on and adopted. His taxonomy defines eight general areas across a spectrum with “traditional”
(theatre production that does not include digital technology) at one end and a hypothetical
“interactive holographic theatre” (full immersion and interaction in a virtual world) at the
other. It is the seventh area, “computer-mediated performance” which bears most relevance to
this research. Schrum defines computer-mediated performance as “[p]erformance [that]
happens through the computer screen” and subdivides it into a further two categories: “RL-
adapted performance” and “cyberspace performance”. The first he defines as “Plays about
Real-Life (RL) performed in cyberspace” while the second is “Plays created and set in
cyberspace; performed in cyberspace” and for both he gives examples of works that use the
internet.
Use of the internet is inherent to cyberformance, and in fact cyberformance meets the criteria
of all except the further-most ends of Schrum’s spectrum. Instead of using the term
cyberformance, I could be writing about “digitally-aided digitally assisted multimedia
digitally-enhanced cyber-adapted computer-mediated theatre-performance”. Going by
Schrum’s categories, cyberformance is “digitally-aided” in that digital technologies are used
in pre-production (for example in the creation of graphical avatars and backdrops); it is
“digitally assisted” in that technical elements are supplied by digital technology and are
noticeably part of the performance; it is “multimedia” in that technology is used in service to
the production; it is “digitally enhanced” in that digital effects are produced in real time, and
there is interaction between the actors and the technology (indeed the actors are often also the
technicians); it can be “cyber-adapted” in that the themes can be about cyberspace and it can
be performed in “real life” (i.e. for a proximal audience); and it is unarguably “computer-
mediated performance” – however cyberformance contradicts Schrum’s assertion that, in
computer-mediated theatre, interactivity is limited to “preprogrammed responses” which
“may not influence or be perceived by performers” (he does not elaborate further on this point
in his taxonomy, so it is unclear to me why he makes this assumption of limited response).
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I could settle for “computer-mediated performance”, but that would seem to exclude work
that combines proximal and online sites, or cyberformance designed for a proximal audience
only. “Computer-mediated” is also a term with limited aesthetic connotations. The aesthetic
of cyberformance is as significant as the digital technologies and tools that are employed in its
creation and presentation, just as jazz is as much a style of music as it is the choice of
instruments and improvisational processes. Generally Schrum has based his definitions on the
use of technologies, but when he comes to cyber-adapted theatre and computer-mediated
performance, the subject matter of the work becomes part of the criteria; this does not imply a
particular aesthetic, but it moves away from a definition based purely on the mechanics or
form of the production.
While I was puzzling over how cyberformance might fit into Schrum’s taxonomy and
concluding that the only possibility was for it to lie along the top of the six middle categories,
I happened to be also reading Bruns (2008) and Levy (1997). Bruns suggests that we are
witnessing the collapse of taxonomic knowledge structures: “… the traditional expert-based
paradigm of classification according to fixed schemata is unable to cope with the range of
information and knowledge now available” (2008, p. 192); and Levy asserts that we must
construct above the traditional territorial space of knowledge “a new, unbroken space, free of
barriers, continuous, receptive to the multitude of moving figures that trace our collective
becoming” (1997, p. 183). Bruns has articulated my discomfort with the idea of a taxonomy,
and Levy almost exactly describes my mental image of cyberformance stretching across the
top of Schrum’s categories. His taxonomy is undoubtedly useful to the epistemology of digital
performance, but it attempts to impose a traditional framework on something whose very
nature contradicts classification. The digital environment is fluid, ad hoc and unfinished, and,
as Bruns and Levy have shown, new frameworks that can accommodate its nature are
beginning to appear.
Arriving at cyberformance
When I first coined the term cyberformance in 2000, I was struggling to find a way to
describe this emerging form. I knew that two aspects at least were fundamental: location and
liveness. The site for this new form was the internet, or rather the spaces created within and
between the internet, or rather the overlapping and fluid spaces emerging between physical
realities and the ethereal digital/electric space: a third space grafted from the real-time
confluence of the stage and remote locations. The time of this new form was a specific,
limited and shared time where performers and audience came together in the same moment to
experience a live event.
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Theatre is by definition a live event; yet so much of what is done in the name of theatre is, in
Brook’s terms, dead (Brook, 1972). Since the 1960s the term performance has been embraced
by many artists working in the live medium – but as we have seen it remains a contested
concept (Carlson, 1996). Performance broadly implies achievement in any field from motor
racing to management and also describes a theatre, music or dance event; it has become a
diluted concept. Even with the crucial add-on of the (equally broad) word art, it is still
something that has as many definitions as it has practitioners. But when I was searching for
words to describe my experimental work, I felt that performance offered more flexibility than
theatre, which I perceived as weighed down by its Eurocentric conventions and traditions.
The term cybernetics was coined 150 years ago by André-Marie Ampere to mean the science
of government (Ascott & Shanken, 2003), and was redefined in 1948 by Norbert Wiener as
“the study of control and communication in the animal and the machine” (Wiener, 1961). The
notion of a creative collaboration between human and machine (computer, data projector,
camera, etc.) is integral to technologically-mediated art. Cybernetics also informed William
Gibson’s neologism cyberspace (1984), now widely used to describe the realm of networked
digital information that has become fundamental to contemporary Western life, and which
Schrum uses in his taxonomy of digital performance. Cyberspace is the site for my
performance practice, even when there is also a proximal element.
Thus, by combining cybernetics and cyberspace with performance  I arrived at
cyberformance, and since late 2000 I have used this term to speak about this type of work. It
has been adopted by other scholars and artists in this field (Agnihotri-Clark, 2005; Vujanovic,
2003), is listed in the Performance Research Journal in Boris Nieslony’s ‘The Culture of
Performance, Performing and Performance Arts’ (2006), and has its own entry in Wikipedia
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,
but it is by no means a universally accepted term. For instance, Avatar Body Collision
member Leena Saarinen has never used the term for a number of reasons, one of which is that
she says it sounds silly in Finnish, which is her first language;
28
 it does not feature in
Schrum’s taxonomy of digital performance; and other academics use a variety of terms and
definitions including cyberdrama (1997), cyber theater (Chatzichristodoulou, 2006; Dixon,
2007), cyberperformance (Causey, 2006), hyperformance (Unterman, 2007) and telematic
performance (Salz, 2004). It is difficult to speak with precision within this proliferation of
terminology and diversity of practice. I therefore offer the following Cyberformance
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Manifesto as a first attempt to set down the essential criteria that distinguish cyberformance
from related forms, acknowledging the impossibility of defining such a slippery and evolving
art form. I have identified eight fundamental qualities or features of cyberformance and give
examples of each (the boxed text).
A Cyberformance Manifesto
Cyberformance is live performance that utilises internet technologies to bring remote
performers together in real time, for remote and/or proximal audiences.
1. Cyberformance is live/ly.
Performer(s) and audience are present in the same moment when the performance takes
place. The work has usually been prepared and rehearsed beforehand, and while it may
contain pre-recorded elements (such as audio, video, animation and scripting), these
elements are combined and presented as a performance in real-time for a simultaneously
present audience. Any documentation produced as a result of the performance is an
artefact, and not to be mistaken for the work itself.
As well as being live, cyberformance is lively: playful, dynamic, responsive and
energetic.
* After a performance of Belonging by Avatar Body Collision (17 October 2007), one
online audience member commented that seeing his own text chat comments reappear as
projected text over a performer’s body in a web cam image was a striking affirmation of
the liveness of the work.
* In the first public UpStage performance (DTN2, Avatar Body Collision, May 2004), the
Narrator acknowledged that “The chat window audience wwas [sic] A BIG unknown of
course”, and the audience proceeded to embellish the narration with their own comments
(with typos as performed): “out in the rain / our AI rep / didn’t someone go to the toitlet /
we called her ‘Dolly’ / the cab broke down/”. The interspersion of audience comments in
the chat text of all chat room, MOO and IRC performances creates layers of
intertextualities, tangents and confluences that emerge and evolve in the moment of the
performance.
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2. Cyberformance is situated in cyberspace.
Cyberformance exists in spaces made possible by functioning internet connections. It can
be located in chat rooms, IRC channels, MUDs and MOOs, virtual worlds, purpose-built
platforms and any other situation where real-time interaction between two or more people
is facilitated by the internet. There may or may not be a proximal element – that is, a
physical site where an audience is experiencing the work in a shared physical place.
* the[abc]experiment (2001–02) was presented in BATS Theatre in Wellington, New
Zealand, with some of the performers on stage before a proximal audience. One on-stage
character, Frenzy the clown, accidentally “fell” into cyberspace and appeared on a
projected screen, surrounded by avatars who welcomed him into their world. The
audience saw the performer on stage and simultaneously represented on screen as an
identical avatar; some of the other avatars were played by performers physically present
and partially visible in the theatre, while others were played by remote performers in
locations including London, Helsinki and San Diego. The projected screen provided a
doorway from the stage into cyberspace, where the main part of the performance took
place.
* ATHEMOO was developed during 1994–95 to provide a purpose-built online
environment for MOO theatre; other purpose-built environments include UpStage and the
Visitors’ Studio.
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 Both UpStage and Visitors’ Studio are web-based, making them very
accessible to audiences and performers, and providing a platform for live collaborative
audio-visual performances by remote participants.
3. Cyberformance is distributed.
Geographically distributed cyberformers are brought together in real-time via the internet.
The audience may also be distributed, or they may be together in a physical space; or
there may be both online and on-site audiences. Cyberformance is not web-casting – that
is, the use of the internet as a live broadcast medium for a performance given by a group
of performers in a single proximal space – although it may include web-casting as one
element. Nor is it the use of the internet as a distribution platform for recordings of live
stage performances or digital video works. As cyberformance is dependent on internet
connectivity, it is telematic – this refers to the convergence of telecommunications
networks with computers (Ascott, 2005) – and the distributed performers can be said to be
generating telepresence (Kac, 2005, p. 163).
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* A slight exception to this rule of distribution is solo cyberformance: where only one
performer is involved, the internet is used to connect a distributed audience to the single
performer, rather than to connect distributed performers. For example, my cyberformance
a gesture through the flames (2008) is a solo web cam performance using Panoplie.org’s
web streaming platform. The audience was geographically distributed
30
 and interacted
with the performance and with each other via a text chat, taking it beyond a simple web
cast. Another example of solo cyberformance is Paraiso (2007), performed in UpStage by
Helena Martin Franco in Montreal and watched by the 070707 UpStage Festival audience
around the world. In both cases the text chat, accessible to audience and performers, and
the resulting dialogue made the performance more than just web casting.
* Another exception is Chameleons 3 (2000), for which the performers were all located in
the same physical space and the audience was online, receiving live broadcast video; once
again what differentiates this performance from straight webcasting is the incorporation
of a text chat element through which the audience were invited to issue instructions to the
performers. This created a two-way dialogue, as opposed to the passive reception of a
webcast (Dixon, 2004, p. 116).
4. Cyberformance has attitude.
Existing in an unstable medium at the raw edge of technology and imagination,
cyberformance is inherently risky, boundary-pushing (or breaking) and experimental in
both form and content. Typically, cyberformance deals with contemporary issues, often
but not always incorporating the technology into the content, and often presenting or re-
presenting ideas in a manner that casts light on the idiosyncrasies, contradictions and
problems of the post-modern world. The audience is regularly surprised and confronted
by the unexpected (and sometimes the performers can be similarly unsettled by the
audience). Juxtaposition, contrast and the deliberate upsetting of expectations are all
common in cyberformance, and similar qualities are typical of liminal performance .
Reminiscent of punk and the avant-garde, formal rules are disregarded or deconstructed in
an openness to experimentation and innovation. Cyberformance is usually original
devised work, however some classic texts have been presented (often radically
transformed in the process) and there are often references to established texts or stories
from diverse cultures and eras.
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 Audience locations for a gesture through the flames on 28/29 January 2008 included Paris, London,
Poland, Italy, Arizona, Brisbane and Wellington.
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* The 070707 UpStage Festival (7 July 2007) featured 13 cyberformances by artists
around the world, using the web-based venue UpStage. The content of the performances
ranged from a satirical critique of the current “war on terror” (Please Stay Alert At All
Times ) to a rendition of the Eastern European fairy story Baba Yaga. Another
performance irreverently remixed YouTube music videos (The Best Air Guitar Album in
the World Vol. II), in another an “illegal hybrid saint” revealed messages of redemption
(Paraiso) while Freeze, Flight or Fight pushed the possibilities of using Flash animation
in UpStage to a new level. In a break from their usual devising process, Avatar Body
Collision presented Samuel Beckett’s Come and Go as an exercise in faithfully
reproducing a stage text as cyberformance.
* The Plaintext Players use the internet as a medium through which it is possible to
present political performances in an environment of lively discourse (LaFarge & Allen,
2005, p. 215). Similarly, Desktop Theatre acknowledge the political impetus in their work
(Jenik, 1999, 2001).
5. Cyberformance is resourceful.
In terms of technologies, cyberformance uses whatever is at hand: there is an emphasis on
free and open source technologies, on tools that are easy to access and do not require
extended learning curves, significant computer resources or expensive licences. There is a
‘DIY’ attitude, a sense of fun and playfulness, risk-taking and experimentation.
Cyberformance is also resourceful in terms of content: analogue techniques such as
puppetry, archetypal stories and anachronistic motifs may be juxtaposed with the
supposedly high-tech context of the internet, disrupting and questioning the dominant
futuristic aesthetic of virtual reality, artificial life, computer games and virtual worlds, and
facilitating a rich intertextuality. Web cams, live audio, graphical avatars, live chat,
text2speech (synthesised voices), animations, photographs, illustrations, text, the live-
stage performer – these and other elements may be collaged together in a single
cyberformance event. This layering of form, content and technology is typical of liminal
(Broadhurst, 1999) and intermedial (Chapple & Kattenbelt, 2006) performance as well as
the notion of the hybrid (Kaye, 1996) and can be traced back through the experimental art
movements of the twentieth century to the early avant-garde when the Futurists, Dadaists,
Constructivists and Surrealists disregarded conventional discipline boundaries and
employed whatever means and media suited their purpose.
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* Technologies used are often free (such as The Palace, iVisit, Skype, IRC clients) and/or
open source (such as UpStage, the Visitors’ Studio, MOO platforms and web streaming
platforms).
* The combination of multiple software applications with a live stage element and
juxtaposition of the filmic image of the web cam with the cartoonesque aesthetic of
graphical chat rooms is exemplified in performances by Avatar Body Collision such as
Screen Save Her (2002), swim – an exercise in remote intimacy (2002-05), Lagging With
The Lololols (2004) and Belonging (2007). Not only must the audience negotiate stylistic
layers but also layered sites of action: what is happening on stage, in the web cam(s) and
in The Palace. Each is a distinct world,  yet characters, plot-lines and ideas move between
these sites.
6. Cyberformance is transparent.
Cyberformance does not pretend to be real, it does not try to simulate ‘reality’ or disguise
its illusory nature; rather it invites performers and audience to indulge in the willing
suspension of disbelief.
The technologies employed in the performance are not hidden, they are integrated into the
whole. The computer is often visible, on stage or as the hypersurface through which the
audience engages with the performance. The on-stage operation of a computer by a
performer becomes part of the action of the cyberformance, as well as the audience’s
interaction with the technology.
* In The Roman Forum (the Plaintext Players, 2000) the technical equipment, operators
and the actors’ dressing room were deliberately situated in the centre of the performance
space, in full view of the proximal audience, to despectacularise the use of media.
* The computer is clearly visible in Avatar Body Collision’s performances that involve an
on-stage performer. In Screen Save Her (2002) and Lagging With the Lololols (2004) a
presentation scenario was used and the computer was the performer/presenter’s tool. In
swim – an exercise in remote intimacy (2002-05) the computer was integrated into a
movement score with the on-stage performer at the beginning and end of the
performance, as well as visibly providing the connection to the internet and the
distributed performers.
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7. Cyberformance is unfinished.
Cyberformance is interactive in that participants have agency within the work; however,
interactive can mean anything from clicking a hyperlink to wearing a head-mounted
display (Ryan, 1997). Brian Eno has suggested that a better term is “unfinished” (Kelly,
1995), which sits well with Umberto Eco’s concept of the open work (Eco, 1989) and the
notion of a performance being incomplete until it is presented to an audience (Bennett,
1997, p. 7).
The internet presents exciting opportunities for a reconfiguration of the relationship
between audience and performer, and that between audience and audience. Audience
members may be visibly and audibly present in the work, for example appearing as
avatars in graphical environments such as The Palace and Second Life, or they may be
given a particular position, such as text chat participants in the UpStage or Panoplie
environments, or an actual role in an IRC performance (Danet, 1995). There is no
compulsion for interactivity – cyberformance can be created for passive reception – but
there is increasingly an expectation from audiences that the conventions of audience
behaviour will be broken and that they will be invited to participate in some way.
* In Dress The Nation (Avatar Body Collision, 2003), the audience were invited to don
identical “women in black” avatars and join the Colliders
31
 in a silent protest performance
in a number of public Palaces (chat rooms). The cyberformance audience gamely crossed
the line and became performers (arguably everyone present in a chat room is already a
performer). For most, this required a quick lesson in how to use the software to “wear”
the costume and navigate to public Palaces.
* Hamnet (The Hamnet Players, 1993) was cast from the audience members immediately
before the premier performance began.
* In Desktop Theater’s 1997 performance of Waitingforgodot.com, staged in a public
Palace chat room, Godot unexpectedly arrived when a chat room participant changed their
name to Godot and joined in the performance.
8. Cyberformance is digital.
Cyberformance is a form of digital performance, in that computer technologies play a key
role in technique, delivery, and frequently content and aesthetics as well (Dixon, 2007); in
fact cyberformance cannot happen without computers. Cyberformance is also digital in
that fast and accurate typing skills are an important asset for the cyberformer; before a
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 “The Colliders” is how the members of Avatar Body Collision commonly refer to themselves.
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show we say “break a digit” as a twist on the traditional theatre motto, “break a leg”.
Klemens Gruber describes how the invention of the typewriter meant that “one thought
with one’s fingers” (Chapple & Kattenbelt, 2006, p. 184) and in a similar vein one can
said to be performing through one’s fingers in cyberformance.
* In The Palace, UpStage and other similar environments, fast finger-work is akin to the
fancy footwork of a dancer; rapid changes of avatar can be effected with a keystroke,
illustrations created with the mouse, and speedy typing or copying and pasting lifts the
pace of the performance and facilitates quick responses to the audience. In Lagging With
the Lololols (Avatar Body Collision , 2004), avatars in The Palace performed a
choreographed dance using fast changes of avatar position and the arrow keys on the
computer keyboard to move pixel-by-pixel on screen. the[abc]experiment also employed
fancy finger-work as Frenzy the clown demonstrated through his avatar the steps involved
in his celebrated act of diving into a glass of water.
(Dis)Claim(er)
If cyberformance were to be incorporated into Schrum’s taxonomy of digital performance, it
might be a layer running right along the top of all the categories, pushing experimentally
outwards into the imagination of possibility and bridging the murky gulfs between the islands
of “theatre/performance” and other arts disciplines. As well as digital performance,
cyberformance can be understood as a form of net art (described by Giannachi (2004, p. 19)
as any form of art that uses the internet as its medium), telematic performance (which
originated in the study of telerobotics) and networked performance. Cyberformance exists
within and outside all of these fields.
Comprising action, intention and the simultaneous presence of the audience along with the
quality of otherness, or conscious separation from everyday life, cyberformance fits the
understanding of theatre arrived at in Chapter 2. Therefore in the spirit of John Reaves (1995)
I claim cyberformance in the name of theatre.
This manifesto provides the basis on which this thesis proceeds to discuss cyberformance, and
is as comprehensive and correct as my own personal experience at the time of writing allows
it to be. It is open to interpretation, questioning, discussion, disagreement and modification by
myself and others engaged in exploring cyberformance and related fields.
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5: Form, process, content
What happens in online theater is the immediate embodiment of the imagination;
what you think comes immediately to light and life. (LaFarge, 1995, p. 421)
Performance that can be understood as cyberformance has been around for much longer than
the word itself. Although cyberformance specifically refers to live performance that uses
internet technologies, its roots can be found in earlier experiments with telepresence such as
the work of Sherrie Rabinowitz and Kit Galloway, who used satellite communications
technology to connect remote dancers in the late 1970s (Rabinowitz, 1977), and Charlie
Morrow’s distributed Radio Solstice projects of the 1980s (Rothenberg, Morrow, &
Schechner, 1990; Westerfeld, 1990). These projects facilitated live collaboration between
remote performers via telecommunications technologies, in performances that were
experienced by an audience in the same moment.
With the development of IRC in 1988 and MUDs and MOOs in the ensuing years (Danet,
2001, pp. 15-16), intrepid cyberformance pioneers began to experiment with the potential of
these new spaces as performance sites. Hamnet, directed by Stuart Harris and staged in an
IRC channel in 1993 (Harris, Kidder, & Players, 1993), is recognised as the first documented
online performance (Unterman, 2005, p. 3) and this was quickly followed by the appearance
of online theatre groups such as The Plaintext Players and online spaces dedicated to
performance such as ATHEMOO (Burk, 1999). As the technologies evolved, so too did the
creative experiments: following the 1995 release of the free graphical chat application The
Palace, Desktop Theater began to stage performances and interventions in its public chat
rooms. Various other projects such as M@ggie’s Love Bytes
32
 (1995), Oudeis
33
 (1995-97) and
The Brain Opera
34
 (1996) incorporated internet technologies into live stage performances
during the mid-90s, although in most cases these were one-off productions rather than the
ongoing development of a cyberformance practice by a company of artists. As noted earlier,
Dixon identifies a “golden age” of digital performance around the end of the 1990s when
many of these performances occurred (Dixon, 2007, p. 31). This period coincided with my
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 http://park.org/Events/BrainOpera/
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own entry into the field, first discovering and working with Desktop Theater then going on to
form the globally distributed cyberformance troupe Avatar Body Collision.
To illustrate the diversity of work that can be described as cyberformance, I have chosen three
case studies
35
: the Plaintext Players (representative of both the early pioneers and also
contemporary cyberformers), Avatar Body Collision (of which I am a founding member), and
the purpose-built cyberformance software, UpStage (with examples of work by different
practitioners). Through form, process and content these case studies express the essential
characteristics and qualities that have been identified in the Cyberformance Manifesto
(Chapter 4). These characteristics and qualities can also be found in the audience, as
examined in more detail in the following chapter.
Enlivening text and politics: The Plaintext Players
The Plaintext Players are pioneers of cyberformance who came together in 1994 to develop
MOO theatre – live performance in text-based multi-user online environments. Since then
they have given seventeen performances featuring various players from a pool of up to sixteen
people located primarily in the USA but also in Europe, with their audiences located around
the world. Some of their work has been translated across disciplines into a book, a stage play
and a radio play, and since 2000 they have expanded their online performances to incorporate
the proximal stage. Their MOO performances have often been projected in physical locations
for proximal audiences, and mixed-reality performances have had simultaneous online and
proximal audiences.
36
Although they have not used the term cyberformance themselves, the work of the Plaintext
Players fits this definition, and the group’s digital director Antoinette LaFarge has declared it
a wonderful term.
37
 LaFarge initially used the term online theater to describe MOO
performances and defended the use of the term theater in the online context, saying “If I think
of it as a form of theater, it is because the real power of this world lies in the ways people
inhabit personalities (roles) through words ... the point is the enactment of the text, not the
text in and of itself” (LaFarge, 1995, p. 418). The company’s stage director Robert Allen later
acknowledged that “[o]nline theater isn’t a particularly good term … it’s just that nothing
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it is not my intention to force the term onto them, but rather to illustrate the breadth of work that could
be called cyberformance.
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 The Plaintext Players’ web site, http://yin.arts.uci.edu/~players/, has a full list of performances,
history and other information about the group.
37
 Personal email communication.
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better exists” (Martens, 2000). Interestingly, Allen made this comment at the same time as I
was struggling to name my own practice, and developing the term cyberformance. LaFarge
and Allen later coined the term media commedia to describe performance that is a hybrid of
comedic traditions and digital technology (LaFarge & Allen, 2005). They also use the term
mixed-reality for performance that operates simultaneously online and on stage.
As well as describing the form, media commedia alludes to the political content of their work.
Comedic forms – from Greek comedy, commedia dell’arte and vaudeville to cartooning – are
established vehicles for commenting on political figures and events. Most of the Plaintext
Players’ work can be read through a political lens. As LaFarge and Allen say, the internet is
“one of the liveliest arenas of political discourse, where citizens are drawn to participate
meaningfully in the central debates of our time” and in their work they seek to “create
politically charged performance work that does not immediately reduce to simple satire,
cynical lampooning or lightly disguised propaganda” (LaFarge & Allen, 2005, p. 215). This
political impetus is in keeping with the attitude of cyberformance that seeks to address and
problematise contemporary issues. Intertextuality, improvisation and the layering and
juxtaposition of ideas and forms ensure that despite its political motivation, the work remains
open to multiple interpretations – even interventions and subversion – by the audience. The
improvisational aspect – “jazz writing [or] language jamming” (Martens, 2000) – invites
spontaneous intertextual ad-libbing during the performance and gives plenty of scope for
individual readings. LaFarge explicitly links the Plaintext Players’ work to earlier comedic
forms, saying that “[a]mong its theatrical antecedents I count such forms as vaudeville and
commedia dell’arte – and also Western cartoons, with their lively graphic ‘sets’ and event-
driven narratives” (LaFarge, 1995, p. 417). Thyrza Nichols Goodeve describes MOO theatre
as a “species of virtual vaudeville” and makes a compelling comparison with the futurist F.T.
Marinetti’s 1913 article ‘On Variety Theatre’ (Apollonio & Humphreys, 2001) and Donna
Haraway’s ‘Cyborg Manifesto’ (Haraway, 1991). She concludes that “... online theatre
literally and figuratively instantiates the kind of ‘theatre of amazement ... and body-madness’
that Marinetti, wedding the Future with Variety Theatre, was hoping to invent” (Goodeve,
1997, p. 374).
In the work of the Plaintext Players we find these traditional forms – vaudeville, commedia,
theatre – blended with contemporary concepts of indeterminacy (Cage, 1961), liminality
(Broadhurst, 1999; Turner, 1982) and intermediality. Intermediality is “a meeting point in-
between the performers, the observers, and the confluence of media involved in a
performance at a particular moment in time” (Chapple & Kattenbelt, 2006, p. 12). This
“meeting point” is reached not only through the performance being simultaneously live and
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mediatised, but also the audience. Both performers and audience experience each other as
mediatised through the online environment of the MOO, digital projections and transmitted
audio and video. The shared space of the performance exists in the transient and ephemeral
hypersurface of mediatised connection, somewhere between stage and screen.
The technology facilitating this intermedial hypersurface is made explicit and integrated as an
equal partner with the other aspects of the performance, transforming technical risks into
exciting challenges and providing tangible proof of liveness. In The Roman Forum (2000), the
actors’ dressing room and the technical equipment and operators were placed in the centre of
the space, in full view of the proximal audience. “One of our goals was to give people an
entrée into the complexities of media representation and politics by despectacularizing our use
of media. To this end, we made the technology we used very central – visible rather than
hidden, explicit rather than transparent” (LaFarge & Allen, 2005, p. 215). This deliberate
breaking down of hierarchies and boundaries is characteristic of cyberformance, as well as
consistent with the ongoing blurring and convergence of technologies and forms that we have
observed in the wider theatre/performance field.
Performance as process
The collaborative authorship of the Plaintext Players’ work is steered in the online
environment by LaFarge, and on the stage by Allen, with all players contributing. Company
member Marlena Corcoran explains that while performances are improvisational, they are not
made up on the spot; the “conditions for the arising of the work” are prepared beforehand, and
the choice of story is crucial (Corcoran, 1999, p. 360). Usually a well-known story or event is
taken as a starting point, providing the structure in which various forms, genres and ideas
converge. From this starting point the Players improvise in the online environment, recording
text logs which are used as raw material from which the script is crafted. This process makes
use of standard features of internet chat applications, IRC and MOOs, and is common to other
cyberformance practitioners such as Avatar Body Collision and Desktop Theater. The logs
often make hilarious and insightful reading, even if only a few lines are later incorporated into
the script – which is itself then open to further improvisation during performance. This
devising process is used by the Plaintext Players for both online and mixed-reality work.
In the case of The Roman Forum (2000), the process was concurrent with the performance.
The show played nightly for a week during the 2000 Democratic Convention in Los Angeles;
each day new material from convention reports was melded with scripts that had been created
previously by the online and on-stage players. Not just live but lively, resourceful and
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completely in the moment, this daily rewriting and recreating is exemplary of contemporary
digital media’s palimpsestic quality (Bruns, 2008, p. 235) and Eno’s notion of the
permanently unfinished artwork (Kelly, 1995). Corcoran says, “an original performance by
the Plaintext Players is an invitation to witness the process of composition of a work of
art—and a work of art as a process of composition” (1999, p. 359). The performance is not an
end in itself, but an inherently unfinished moment in the process. The qualities of liveness,
distribution, interaction and resourcefulness of cyberformance also imply the notion of a
performance as moment in a process rather than a finished and complete product.
Diagram of events for The Roman Forum (The Plaintext Players, 2000).
In contrast to this dynamic and improvisational mode of performance, the starting point for a
show is typically found in existing texts (Orpheus, Moby Dick, Candide, Hamlet), historical
situations and events (Roman society, USA presidential elections, the Challenger space
shuttle disaster) and/or recognisable characters (Orpheus, Nero, Satan). This provides the
audience with key reference points when the form and technology of the performance may be
unfamiliar or even confusing, as well as enriching the central idea through intertextuality,
layering and juxtaposition. The Roman Forum was set in Nero’s Rome, peopled by real and
fictional characters from that period, yet staged alongside an actual political conference from
which it drew utterly contemporary material. This deliberate juxtaposition was reflected in the
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stage actors’ costumes – they wore contemporary clothes but with white face paint to
represent marble Roman busts. Allen and LaFarge describe these stage actors as “avatars of
avatars” as their characters began life in the MOO and existed simultaneously online and on
stage (LaFarge & Allen, 2005, p. 215). This layering of representation upon representation –
in form, content and technology – contributes to de-representation and “restless semiosis”
(George, 1996, p. 20) and to Corcoran’s assertion that “[o]n the MOO, there is never a
maskless reality” (1999, p. 360).
A similar layering and de-representational process occurs in the prologue of Orpheus, when
the Digital Director and her lead actor argue about whether there is a snake in the
performance or not . Orpheus is the tragic hero of the piece, yet the online actor declares that
all he wanted to play was the snake and the prologue.
38
 In MOO theatre, performers ‘play’ the
prologue, the curtain, a signpost, stage directions, lighting – all manner of objects and
concepts, as well as multiple and shared characters. Hierarchy has truly disappeared when
Hades and the curtain have equal status.
39
 This fluidity of constructed identity is typical of
MOO theatre as well as the online environment in general, as explored by theorists such as
Sherry Turkle (1997), Sandy Stone (1991) and Marie Laure Ryan: “The decentred, multiple
nature of the subject. The body and its attributes of gender and race as textural constructs ...
[t]he body inhabited by different selves ... [t]he self as the performance of roles” (1999b, p.
101).
Orpheus (1997) is based on the well-known Greek myth, but in the Plaintext Players’ version
our hero is a rock star, Zeus the CEO of Mount Olympus Records barking into a mobile
phone, and Euridyke (sic) is electrocuted by an ‘open mike’ (not bitten by a snake) – at which
point someone in the audience asks, “Is this performance insured?” (The Plaintext Players,
1997). Orpheus then journeys to the “DownUnderWorld”, described as “[k]ind of a cross
between Australia and Hell” where Hades tap-dances while ironing Euridyke’s hair. The myth
is infected with contemporary texts – song lyrics, word-play and occasional incongruous
comments. Elements of vaudeville, slapstick and morality plays co-exist with the codes of the
MOO environment, references to sex toys, nightclubs and Disney, a chorus of singing rocks
and mischievous parrying between the Players. This is typical of the layering and
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 Orpheus was played by Corcoran’s MOO character, stay: “My PMC- and ID-MOO character is a
holy fool named stay … stay mediates between me and the character I play in any Plaintext Players
drama. Claudius, Candide, Orpheus – these were all played not by Marlena, but by stay. When the
actors took bows … it was stay who blushed to applause” .
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 It so happened that in this particular Orpheus, Hell was too cheap to have a curtain, and so they had
to move on to the next scene without it.
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resourcefulness of cyberformance – employing whatever is at hand in terms of both tools and
material to engage the audience in a wild romp through the avant-garde imagination.
Orpheus and other early works were staged entirely in a MOO, where players and audience
typed a lively real-time dialogue, literally performing the text. MOO participants have
different levels of privileges, preventing audience members from performing certain
operations, but their expressed comments, actions and emotions appear amongst the players’
text as they type. Thus the audience is an active participant not only in the act of semiosis, but
in the performance itself. Reviewing Demotic (2004), one of the group’s mixed-reality
performances, Kathryn Farley concluded that “… the Internet can successfully elevate the
interactive dimensions of theatre, by facilitating a more immediate, immersive and
participatory mode of engagement” (2004). Ryan cites MOO theatre as an example of strong,
literal interactivity in cyberspace, saying that it is only where “... the user’s empowerment
involves the power to use language, that interactivity reaches its full meaning of active
participation in the creative process” (1999b, p. 98). The power of text cannot be understated;
participation through text chat places no limits on the imagination (beyond an individual’s
mastery of language and typing skills) whereas other forms of participation (such as adopting
an avatar or clicking a button) typically give a limited range of options and/or require further
skills and abilities.
40
 But with text, “what you think comes immediately to light and life”
(LaFarge, 1995, p. 421).
The work of the Plaintext Players embodies all aspects of cyberformance: distributed
performers and audiences share an intermedial space and participate in lively collaboration
via the internet. The technologies employed are visible to audience and players, and the
content is drawn from and comments on contemporary situations, enriched by audience
contributions and a wide intertextual palette. In the conflation of the act of composition and
the act of performance, the Plaintext Players offer a new method of performance making and
consumption that positions the audience as collaborators not only in semiosis, but in the
performance-making itself; this new method, along with the aforementioned aspects, could be
described as cyberformance.
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Absent presence – present absence: Avatar Body Collision
Since 2002, most of my cyberformance practice has been in collaboration with the other
members of Avatar Body Collision, a group founded by myself, Vicki Smith (Aotearoa/New
Zealand), Karla Ptacek (UK) and Leena Saarinen (Finland). We met online during
the[abc]experiment,
41
 a project I initiated in 2001 to investigate the meeting points of theatre
and the internet. I sent out a call to the various digital arts email lists that I belonged to at the
time, and more than a dozen people responded. A core group of six to eight met regularly for
six months in The Palace to explore the concept of live theatrical performance on the internet,
and to develop a performative presentation which was shown in February 2002.
42
 The
performance featured an on-stage actor (Paolo Grippa), on-and-around-the-stage
cyberformers (Vicki Smith, Angela Main and myself) and remote cyberformers (Karla Ptacek
in the UK, Leena Saarinen in Finland and Adriene Jenik and Lisa Brenneis in the USA). After
the performance, we answered questions and received feedback from the audience. A
common response was that it was like watching film in its infancy, a sense of witnessing the
birth of a new medium. Some theatre aficionados were cynical, while others found it engaging
and humorous; many people expressed amazement at the concept.
43
The letters [abc] stood for avatar, body, and collision, expressing what was at the centre of the
experiment: the potential for an interesting theatrical interaction between the physical body
and the disembodied (yet controlled by a body) avatar. Following the[abc]experiment, Vicki
Smith, Karla Ptacek, Leena Saarinen and myself decided to continue exploring this concept
together, under the name Avatar Body Collision.
Initially, our work could be divided into two distinct forms: performances created for a
proximal audience and incorporating an on-stage performer; and performances designed to be
experienced purely online. Our first two performances, Screen Save Her
44
 (2002) and swim –
an exercise in remote intimacy
45
 (2002–05) come into the first category. In
the[abc]experiment we had combined the theatre stage and the cartoonesque world of The
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 NZ Fringe Festival, BATS Theatre (Wellington, New Zealand)
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 This feedback is documented in video recordings of the post-show forums and audience feedback
forms that were included inside the printed programme.
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 Screen Save Her was presented at the 12-12 Time-based Media Festival, Cardiff, and at Riverside
Studios, London in May 2002.
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 swim has been performed at the Medi@terra Festival (Athens, Greece, December 2002), ANET
Festival (Belgrade, Serbia, December 2002), Magdalena Australia (Brisbane, Australia, April 2003),
Mesto Zensk/City of Women Festival (Ljubljana, Slovenia, October 2003), Eclectic Tech Carnival
(Belgrade, Serbia, July 2004), and NZ Fringe Festival (Wellington, NZ, February 2005).
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Palace; with these next performances we added web cams as a third layer to the hypersurface.
Plot, characters and action moved between the proximal stage, iVisit
46
 web cam windows and
the avatar world of The Palace. The audience’s experience of these layers was mediated by
the on-stage performer in a hybrid performer-technician-channelling role. The projected
desktop of their on-stage laptop computer showed iVisit and The Palace in a careful
screenography – that is the precise arrangement of the application windows enabling the
illusion of physical interaction between web cam windows and creating relationships between
the two applications and the on-stage performer.
Above: swim – an exercise in remote intimacy (Ljubljana, 2003) showing the
screenography of iVisit and The Palace, and the on-stage performer’s interaction
(bottom left and bottom right iVisit window) with the online world. Photo: Nada Zgank.
From the archive of Mesto Zensk (City of Women) Festival.
Having performed Screen Save Her and swim to proximal audiences in London, Cardiff,
Athens and Belgrade (as well as the[abc]experiment in Wellington), many people in other
locations were interested to experience our work and, since we were performing via the
internet, there was an expectation that the shows should be accessible to online audiences.
Theoretically, an online audience could access The Palace and iVisit, but they would miss the
on-stage element entirely and would not know the screenography or when to move to
different chat rooms. Partly to answer this demand for online spectatorship and also in
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 iVisit is a free audio visual conferencing application, facilitating video via web cams, live audio and
text chat.
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response to a call for performances to protest the then-imminent USA invasion of Iraq,
47
 we
created Dress The Nation (2003), our first completely online performance.
48
 It was staged
within The Palace, which meant that people could watch it online from anywhere in the world
–  however they had to first download and install The Palace, familiarise themselves with its
basic operation, and be able to navigate to our Palace chat room where the performance would
take place. We were conscious that this presented considerable barriers to some people, and
by this time we were already developing UpStage, the purpose-built web-based venue for
cyberformance which is discussed in the next case study.
During 2004 we presented two new performances: Lagging With the Lololols
49
 followed the
form of Screen Save Her and swim in combining the live stage with The Palace and iVisit for
a proximal audience; then in May, DTN2
50
 was the first performance created in UpStage,
which we had launched at the beginning of that year. In 2006 we created Familiar Features,
51
and in 2007 Come and Go
52
 and Belonging
53
 – all using UpStage.
Devising with distance
The four members of Avatar Body Collision have never been together in the same physical
space: all of our work, including the administrative side and the development of our group
culture, is situated in the same environment that we perform in – cyberspace. Although this
way of working is still relatively unusual in theatre practices, it is increasingly common in the
workplace  and in other arts disciplines. Virtual exhibitions, e-commerce, the use of email,
blogs and wikis for collaborative projects, and remote presentations at festivals and
conferences are among the uses of the internet that artists in a wide range of disciplines are
finding valuable, beyond their own web sites for the documentation, dissemination and
promotion of their work. Just as telecommuting is becoming normal in the business world,
artists are embracing technologies that support and enhance their practice .
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 A synopsis, screengrabs, text log extracts and other documentation of Dress The Nation is available
on the Avatar Body Collision web site, http://www.avatarbodycollision.org
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 Lagging with the Lololols was performed at the Virtual Minds Congress, Bremen, March 2004.
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 DTN2 was performed at the Machinista Festival, Glasgow, May 2004.
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 A work-in-progress presentation of Familiar Features was given at Intimacy & In-yer-face, Massey
University, Wellington, July 2006; and it premiered at the Blue Oyster Gallery during the Dunedin
Fringe Festival in October 2006.
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 Come and Go was performed at the 070707 UpStage Festival, July 2007.
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 Belonging was performed at the HTMlles Festival, Montreal, Canada,17 October 2007; and at the
conference Intimacy in Digital and Visceral Performance, London, 8 December 2007.
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The remote methodology of Avatar Body Collision is facilitated by a wide array of tools
including: email clients; web browsers; The Palace; iVisit; UpStage; web cam FTP
applications; blogging software; graphics and presentation applications; web development
tools; Skype; other common software such as word processing applications; and, importantly,
the less visible protocols and helper applications required for internet connectivity. Frequently
during rehearsals and performances we will have numerous applications open simultaneously
and be rapidly switching between them – multitasking is key to our creative process.
Maintaining a level of digital dexterity and techno-savvy confidence is necessary to stay on
top of the cyberformance game. However, we describe our work as ‘lo-tech wizardry’
54
because most of what we use is free and low-end in comparison with rich media such as 3D
animation, digital video and high-end computer graphics; cyberformance does not demand
massive processing power or super-fast internet bandwidth. In fact, much of what we use can
function over a dial-up internet connection. When we formed Avatar Body Collision in 2002,
three of the group were on home dial-up connections; only Leena has always had broadband.
Vicki lives in a remote location in New Zealand’s South Westland where until November
2006 there was no possibility of broadband internet access. Even now that we are all normally
able to operate from reliable broadband connections, we are aware that not everyone has
access to broadband, and some broadband is better than others; we strive to make our work as
accessible as possible.
Like the Plaintext Players, our normal devising process is to improvise around a starting point
and experiment with the technology as we go. We record the logs of our rehearsals and use
anything that ‘works’ to begin a script which is then circulated via email and undergoes many
transformations and revisions. A written script or outline serves several functions, even where
there is a degree of improvisation in performance. During the devising process it provides a
central collection of the diverse ideas and material that we are exploring, and helps us to
shape the work. When restaging a show after some time – such as happened with swim which
was presented six times over a two and a half year period with gaps of as long as nine months
between some performances – the script provides a vital memory aid. But most importantly, a
script or outline gives the remote players a common structure to follow and a sense of the
whole. In shows where we are working across up to three layers or surfaces (such as the live
stage, The Palace and iVisit) the script attempts to outline what is happening concurrently in
those three separate but interconnected spaces.
55
 Frequently a player’s action in one surface
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 See Appendix 2 for an excerpt from the script of Screen Save Her (2002).
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will be cued by something in another surface, and occasionally the instability of the internet
will mean that a cue simply does not appear (such as a gesture in a web cam that has frozen).
Although we can communicate behind the scenes by ‘whispering’ or using another channel
such as Skype, it is often more expedient in situations of missed cues or other technical failure
to be able to follow the outline and keep moving.
We have sometimes used web cams during the devising process to give the remote players a
better sense of what an on-stage player is doing, however watching video documentation of
the actual performance can still contain surprises and new information for the remote players
about what the audience are experiencing. Being part of the creation and execution of
something without ever being completely cognisant of the whole is an interesting position to
be in; in some respects, this brings the remote players closer to the audience, who arrive at the
performance in a position of lesser knowledge. It requires the remote players to surrender
some of the responsibility to the on-stage player(s); although Avatar Body Collision has
always asserted collaborative authorship of all of our work, in performances with a live-stage
component the player(s) who will be on stage have usually had more of a ‘driver’ role in the
devising process.
Our meetings and rehearsals take place in the same environments we use to perform (The
Palace, iVisit or UpStage); Skype may be used as a back-up communication channel during
performances, and occasionally for voice conferencing during meetings – although often a
text chat is preferable as it provides a written record of the discussion. Using the same
software for everything increases our familiarity with the interfaces, and the opportunity for
incidental discoveries that might later appear in a performance (for example, saying “cous
cous” with certain voices in UpStage to make a “kiss kiss” sound). The more we use an
application such as The Palace or UpStage, the more expert we are at its operation and the
more it becomes second-nature – which is vital during the heat of performance. Just as an
inexperienced driver is more likely than an experienced driver to make a mistake in a stressful
situation, the possibilities for operational errors during a show decrease as our familiarity with
the software increases. In cyberformance, the risk of a player forgetting their lines is minimal
(a script can be open on their computer desktop or in hard copy beside it) but a slip of the
mouse or a mistyped command can cause havoc; inadvertently closing an application window
may be effectively the same as walking off-stage in the middle of a scene.
The personal and professional relationships that have developed between the Colliders over
six years of remote collaboration have been nurtured almost entirely online. Although I live in
the same country as Vicki and knew her before we formed the group, we do not live close to
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each other or even on the same island, and therefore we communicate more online than
offline. I first met Karla in London in November 2002, over a year after we had begun
collaborating online, and Karla and Leena finally met in Helsinki in December 2003. I have
never met Leena, and Vicki has not met Leena or Karla; but when we first began to
collaborate online we ‘clicked’ and our group dynamic has been rich, playful and productive.
That is not to say that it has never been challenging; anyone who has been involved in theatre
will know that the work can be very personal, full of many emotions, exhausting and stressful
– particularly when we are independent and unfunded artists. In the online environment,
visible body language and tone of voice is drastically limited or absent, and language
differences are more pronounced: the potential for miscommunication is high (Kiesler, Siegel,
& McGuire, 1984). A casual comment in an email can be received very differently from how
it was intended, while heavy sarcasm in text chat can go completely unnoticed. Thinking
twice and rereading an email before hitting the send button is crucial; I have been known to
literally sit on my hands to prevent myself firing off a hasty response. Our experiences in
remote creative collaboration can offer useful insights in the wider field of computer-
mediated communication as society adjusts to the massive changes brought by new
communication technologies, however it is beyond the scope of the current project to delve
further into this area. Suffice to say, negotiating interpersonal relationships via instant, rapid,
remote textual communications requires tolerance, consideration, trust and extremely clear
communication – whether it is for artistic collaboration, business or purely social.
Staying (a)live
As can be expected with cyberformance, references to contemporary technologies can be
found in the content of many of our performances: swim was inspired by our experiences of
internet relationships and explored the notion of physical intimacy in cyberspace; Lagging
With the Lololols addressed artificial intelligence and spirituality; and Screen Save Her
attempted to create “a playmaking system that would produce a performance event able to
adapt and mutate in run-time” with the comic-book techno-noir narrative secondary to the
“complex system” of the work (Ptacek, 2003, p. 182). Karla appeared on stage before a
proximal audience, clad in an elaborate costume and head-dress, as a Donna Haraway-
inspired sales rep of a futuristic body enhancements corporation, and an intricate gene-
stealing plot and game structure played out between the layers of stage and cyberspace –
comic Palace avatars, surveillance-like web cam images, and the on-stage performer –
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Above: Screen Save Her (Riverside Studios, London 2002);
on-stage performer Karla Ptacek with her projected desktop showing the iVisit windows of
(left to right) Leena Saarinen, Helen Varley Jamieson and Vicki Smith, and her own bottom left.
Screengrab from the first scene of Dress The Nation, showing The Palace
interface and most of the audience clustered in the bottom left-hand corner.
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constantly disrupting and confusing who was controlling who.
56
 Recognisable motifs, such as
action heroines in an escape/rescue plot, gave the audience a framework from which to
approach the work. Similarly in swim, we used myths and legends of lovers separated by
water (the Greek myth of Hero and Leander, and the Maori legend of Hinemoa and
Tutanekai) and for our Palace avatars who played the characters in these stories we used
images of popular celebrities (the film actor Joseph Fiennes, hip-hop singer Lauryn Hill, Xena
Warrior Princess star Lucy Lawless and New Zealand film and television actor Temuera
Morrison), providing familiar signposts and humorous contrasts.
Dress The Nation explored a different theme – that of war and contemporary politics. At first
we intended to stage an online reading of Lysistrata, in response to the Lysistrata Project’s
call for simultaneous readings of the play around the world; however, the script did not
inspire us so we decided to devise our own performance. Once again we appropriated well-
known figures (George W. Bush, Tony Blair, Colin Powell and Dick Cheney) and abridged a
recent speech of Bush’s to create part of the script. The politicians appeared before an
American flag bearing white crosses instead of stars, and during ‘Bubba Bush’s’ speech,
‘Blur’, ‘Power’ and ‘Changey’ were transformed into burka-clad women who gradually faded
away to become three more crosses on the flag. Images from the Vietnam war then provided
an apocalyptic backdrop to the Bushes Jnr and Snr lamenting that their wives would not sleep
with them – all that remained from the Lysistrata script.
The show was performed four times over a 12-hour period on March 3–4 2003, and attracted
audiences of up to eight people at a time with a total of around 20. This may not sound like
many, however as our audience was literally on the stage with us (as shown in the screengrab
opposite), any more than four or five felt like a crowd. Although our online audience is
potentially vast – theoretically, anyone in the internet-connected world could attend – the
reality is that it is small. Factors contributing to this include: our lack of resources to publicise
and promote our performances (Avatar Body Collision has never received any funding or
income beyond the occasional performance fee and is independent of any institution); the
experimental and political nature of our material; and the fact that we are operating in a
medium that is still new and unfamiliar to the general public. Those who attended Dress The
Nation were mostly either our friends and colleagues (largely new to The Palace) or Palatians
(regular social users of The Palace chat rooms), as the show had been advertised through The
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Palace channels. It was necessary for our audience to download and install The Palace and be
able to operate the software.
Structured in two parts, the show began with a scripted performance in our own Palace chat
room, followed by an intervention in which we invited the audience to don identical ‘women-
in-black’
57
 avatars and join us in entering public Palace chat rooms to provoke discussion
with whoever we encountered there, about the imminent war. These interventions were
deliberately provocative (but gently so – our avatars spoke in silent thought bubbles rather
than voiced text) and we were not surprised to sometimes be less than welcome. On more
than one occasion we were ‘killed’ (ejected from the chat room) or received verbal abuse
from the regular inhabitants of the chat rooms we entered. But we also engaged in
constructive conversations that in some situations clearly inspired the participants to think
more deeply about the issues of war and terrorism.
During one performance of the scripted part of the show, it was our turn to be on the receiving
end of provocation: a Palatian in the audience, who was obviously not only au fait with the
software but also used to being an active participant, decided to use the ‘clean’ command to
remove our painted American flag. This exposed a hidden image before it was meant to be
revealed. Our first response was to quickly repaint the flag while continuing the performance,
but the Palatian persisted in ‘cleaning’ every time we tried to repaint the flag, despite
whispered
58
 requests to stop. As the disruption continued, we Colliders held a whispered
conversation and agreed to ‘kill’ the offending audience member in order to proceed with the
rest of the show for the other audience members. We all had conflicted feelings about taking
this action, and it highlighted the need to reconsider the role of the audience in
cyberformance: no longer the passive spectator seated in the dark, the cyberformance
audience has the potential, and some have the desire, to be an active participant in ways other
than we might anticipate. How much power did we want to give to, or take away from, our
audience? How much could we give away without the performance reverting to something
closer to chat? How might we find the balance of audience interaction while still maintaining
a performative distance between players and audience? (Auslander, 1999, p. 57). These
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 ‘Whispering’ is a way to speak to one or more participants without everyone hearing.
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questions informed the choices we made regarding the audience’s role in UpStage, and will
resurface for deeper investigation in Chapter 6.
All Virtually Present
The ability of remote performers to achieve a sense of presence for the audience (proximal or
online) is crucial to the success of cyberformance. This could be the immediacy of watching
someone perform from their bedroom or office on the other side of the world in the middle of
the night; or the strange liminality of sitting in a theatre space and peering through the tiny
doorway of a web cam window or the flat mask of an avatar, and recognising a live, physical
body on the other side; or the willing belief in a moment of ‘sleight-of-web-cam’ magic.
Presence is currently the subject of much academic scrutiny by research groups such as the
Presence Project (Giannachi, Kaye, Slater, & Shanks, 2005-2010) and the International
Society for Presence Research,
59
 whose endeavours span live performance to virtual reality.
Dixon suggests that presence is about interest and attention, rather than liveness or location:
“[i]t is content, not container, that asserts presence” (2007, p. 134) and he notes that although
presence has been used:
… in performance studies, to denote the flesh-and-blood performer, there with you in
the same shared physical space … [w]ith cybertheory, its meaning shifts to include
ideas of telematic and deferred, online presence, relating it to agency rather than to
direct witnessing. (2007, p. 132)
.
This notion of telematic agency is consistent with the concept of telepresence. First used by
Marvin Minsky in 1980, telepresence has been primarily used in the context of robotics
science and refers to the manipulation of a physical object by remote participants, achieving a
kinetic, mechanical result (K. Goldberg, 2000; Kac, 2005; Minsky, 1980). When applied to
the context of cyberformance, telepresence can be seen to encompass both the players’ remote
manipulation of media elements within the cyberformance stage (be it The Palace, UpStage, a
MOO or other environment) and the energetic relationship between remote players and
audience. There can be physical results from telepresence – such as the collective gasp of the
proximal audience when Leena in Helsinki appears to remove the glasses from Karla’s face in
London, and brings them into her own web cam window (in swim – an exercise in remote
intimacy). This little bit of telepresence magic is obviously a trick – everyone realises that
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there are two identical pairs of glasses and each performer is alone in front of her camera –
but there is a willing suspension of disbelief, a yearning for and acceptance of this kind of
magic. Cyberformance invites the exploration of the surreal imagination and alternative
realities, in contrast to the current general trend of ‘virtual reality’ to mimic or re-present
reality which privileges simulation over imagination (such as the construction of roads and
shopping malls in Second Life and the existence of ‘gravity’ in Sony PS3 Home). We should
not forget that it was to describe the illusory nature of theatre that Artaud originally coined the
phrase virtual reality (Salz, 2004, p. 121).
The relationship between ‘real’ and ‘virtual’ is worthy of much deeper exploration than is
possible within the scope of this thesis; much of Avatar Body Collision’s work has played
along this blurry border, teasing the audience’s expectations of what is ‘real’ and what ‘real’
might mean. From the ambiguous power relationships in Screen Save Her and the dream-like
cyber lovers of swim, to the documentation of our group residency that never happened in
Trip The Light Fantastic (2006), we have delighted in subverting and upsetting the notion of
‘real’. With Trip The Light Fantastic, our audience was a group of about 25 artists at the
SCANZ Residency
60
 (and a number of friends and colleagues outside the residency) who
willingly conspired in our insistence that all four Colliders were at SCANZ. In fact, Karla and
Leena had been unable to come at the last minute as we failed to raise funds for their airfares,
so we decided instead to pretend that they were there – after all, we are skilled at remote
presence! We set up a blog on which they reported on their journeys and the ensuing string of
mishaps and diversions which waylaid them – often conveniently coinciding with real events
such as severe flooding in a nearby area where they had supposedly arrived by mistake. At the
outset, we did not know where this story would go, but the performance of Karla and Leena’s
virtual presence was maintained by almost everyone for the entire two weeks of the residency:
other artists reported sightings of them around town and a friend of Vicki’s who lived near by
set up her own blog to report on Karla’s recuperation at her house from a nasty bout of food
poisoning. As Vicki and I anxiously awaited Karla and Leena’s arrival for our final
presentation, assuring the audience that they wouldn’t let us down, a staff member at the
venue was overheard to comment, “typical artists, always late!”. Of course they did arrive for
the presentation – via web cam – but their telepresence throughout the residency had been
undeniably palpable.
61
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The complexities of real and virtual extend to the audience’s interpretation of the technologies
we are working with. In Lagging With the Lololols (2003), the web cams performed so
perfectly that the audience had trouble believing they were live feeds and not pre-recorded
video, suggesting a need for some visible evidence of the real risks we are taking with the
technology. The reverse of this occurred during one performance of Screen Save Her, when
my web cam remained frozen for some minutes and Karla, in front of a proximal audience in
Cardiff, had to briefly abandon her character and call Leena in Helsinki by mobile phone to
explain the situation and ask her to move on to the next scene. At least some of the audience
read this as an intentional part of the performance (Ptacek, 2003, p. 190). At purely online
performances, the audience is in the same situation of remote presence, fully conscious of the
mediating technology between them and the performers, the hypersurface within which the
performance takes place. Anything and everything that occurs within the hypersurface of the
computer screen – even if an audience member is checking their email during a performance
– becomes a ‘real’ part of their experience of the performance.
Live(ly), distributed, resourceful and transparent, addressing contemporary issues and
controversies, pushing the limits of the technology and negotiating new relationships with
audiences: the work of Avatar Body Collision exemplifies the diversity and experimentalism
of cyberformance. I said that, initially, our work could be divided into performances created
for an online audience or those created for a proximal audience. The development of UpStage
has enabled a third category: work that is created for both online and proximal audiences, as
will be discussed in Chapter 6.
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Produsing our own tools: UpStage
The need for a purpose-built application for cyberformance arose from Avatar Body
Collision’s recognition of the limitations of the free chat applications we were using. Changes
made to iVisit in the interests of user safety were increasingly restrictive from a performance
perspective, but the impending obsolescence of The Palace was a greater concern. The
cessation of development of The Palace (a business decision by the company that created it)
meant that as we upgraded our own operating systems, we were less able to use it. We
realised that our dependence on these technologies not only limited our creativity but could
also render our existing performances unperformable. We fantasised about having our own
cyberformance software that we could design according to our artistic needs and continue to
improve as the art-form and the technology evolved; software designed by and for artists,
made for cyberformance.
In late 2002, a funding opportunity emerged in the form of the Smash Palace Collaboration
Fund, a joint venture between Creative New Zealand and the NZ Ministry for Research,
Science and Technology. We were fortunate to find Douglas Bagnall, who is both a
programmer and a digital artist
62
 which gave him an affinity with our vision, and with the
Smash Palace grant we were able to release the initial version of UpStage in January 2004. In
2006, UpStage received a second grant via the New Zealand government’s Digital Strategy’s
Community Partnership Fund which enabled the development and release of UpStage V2 in
June 2007. The project has also benefited from the input of final year software development
students at Auckland University of Technology since the beginning of 2006. UpStage is an
open source project,
63
 which means that other programmers can contribute to its ongoing
development, sharing enhancements and improvements with all users and helping to avoid
obsolescence. The UpStage project also meets all of the key principles of the concept of
produsage, as identified by Bruns (2008): open participation and communal evaluation; fluid
heterarchy and ad hoc meritocracy; unfinished artefacts and continuing process; common
property and individual rewards.
UpStage is now being used in a variety of situations including schools, universities and artists
around the world: we have given UpStage workshops from Shanghai to Romania.
64
 The
launch of V2 included a two-week exhibition, Puppets to Pixels – an interactive playground
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 UpStage is licensed under a dual-license: Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-
ShareAlike 2.5 License and GNU General Public License (GPL).
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 See Appendix 3 for a list of UpStage performances and activities.
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for children of all ages, at the New Zealand Film Archive and 070707, a one-day festival of
performances in UpStage; we are now preparing for a second festival, 080808, in August
2008 which will feature fifteen performances by artists around the world.
Functionality
UpStage combines concepts from text chat, graphical chat and video conferencing
applications in a single web-based interface; for both audience and players, there is nothing to
download and install (beyond the free Flash player plug-in which comes preinstalled in most
current browsers). The UpStage application itself resides on a web server, along with all of
the graphic and audio files uploaded for performances. This means that players can log in
from any computer – an internet café if they are travelling, for example – and access all of the
media they need for their performance. Audience members don’t log in at all, they simply
click on a link in an email or on another web page, and the stage loads in their browser
window.
Logged-in players have access to a set of on-stage tools which enable the real-time
manipulation of pre-loaded media (graphics and audio) and live media (web cam feeds, text
chat and drawing). Pre-loaded media is created using other software (graphics and audio
applications) and uploaded to the server via a web interface known as the Workshop, where
parameters such as name and voice can be set. The Workshop also contains screens for
creating and managing stages and adding new players. In the screens for managing stages,
players select which of their uploaded media to assign to a specific stage for a performance.
The audience view of the stage shows a chat window down the length of the right hand side,
with the rest of the window being the ‘stage’ where the performance is presented. In the
player view, the top right area is devoted to the tool palettes, and there is a strip of tools along
the bottom of the screen. Both players and audience can input text into the chat window.
Player text, when the player is holding an avatar, is spoken aloud using text2speech and
appears with the avatar name in the chat. Audience text is silent and appears in the chat
without any identifying name and in a slightly smaller and lighter font than the player text.
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Above: Screengrab showing the logged-in player interface of UpStage;
Calling Home: Part 1 by activelayers, 1 July 2008.
Above: Screengrab showing the audience view of UpStage;
Baba Yaga by Rebekah Wild and Vicki Smith, 070707 UpStage Festival.
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Artists working with UpStage are creating work that embodies all of the qualities of
cyberformance: it is live, situated in cyberspace and distributed in terms of both players and
audiences. Shows such as Please Stay Alert at All Times
65
 and Belonging
66
 address
contemporary issues (terrorism and human trafficking respectively); resourceful innovation is
evident in experiments in the use of multiple simultaneous stages in Calling Home
67
 and in
the use of Flash to incorporate audio into UpStage before that functionality was available via
the interface, as demonstrated in The Old Hotel
68
 and The Best Air Guitar Album in the World
Vol. II.
69
 The lively, risk-taking and collaborative attitude of cyberformance can be found in
every show that has been presented in UpStage, along with the intermediality, transparency
and layering that results in rich and complex performances.
Interestingly, despite enhanced avatar animation and web cam functionality, the addition of
audio tools and other improvements to UpStage, text has not lost its importance. Perhaps this
is because cyberformance owes its beginnings to text chat, or because we are operating
through a keyboard or, to go even deeper, because the software is written in a programming
language, a form of text. Indeed, the entire internet is constructed via a textual dialogue
between millions of computers, and in its infancy the web was solely text – hypertext.
Language constructs both cyberspace and the post-modern world and therefore the greatest
involvement and agency is achieved when participants are given the power of language
(Ryan, 1999b, p. 98), as noted earlier in the work of the Plaintext Players. In UpStage, text is
used narratively, dialogically and in other ways such as ‘floating words’ created with invisible
avatars, and sound effects or ‘singing’ achieved with particular letter combinations, voices
and text2speech. The audience’s text contribution can be incorporated into the performance –
repeated aloud by avatars, ‘floated’, or, as in a scene in Belonging, remediated via web cam.
For this scene, I stood in a projection of the text chat window with my web cam capturing this
composite image and relaying it to the stage. When the audience saw their own text input re-
presented on stage in my web cam image, this affirmed not only the liveness of the
performance but also the audience’s agency in the creative work.
The appearance of the audience text in my web cam avatar was not instant: the text had to
arrive on my computer screen, be projected onto my body and be recaptured by my web cam;
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 The Old Hotel by Cherry Truluck, Liz Bryce, Suzon Fuks and James Cunningham (now working as
activelayers), 070707 UpStage Festival
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 The Best Air Guitar Album in the World Vol. II devised and performed by Anaesthesia Associates,
070707 UpStage Festival
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this image was then sent to the UpStage server and ultimately appeared on the stage in my
web cam avatar (see screengrab on page 65). The lag (delay) in this process could be anything
from two to ten seconds depending on the vagaries of the data’s path through the twists and
turns of the internet, and there was always the potential for it to fail completely. In another
scene in Belonging, logistical problems coupled with the known unreliability of the web cam
functionality led to me making a back-up avatar to use if the web cam failed; but for the scene
with the projection of the audience chat onto my body, there could be no alternative – either it
worked or it didn’t. Such risks are ontological to cyberformance, and are part of what makes it
so exciting – we are like trapeze artists on the high wire without a net. Somewhat magically,
things almost always work as they should in the performance (touch wood!). We often
experience a week of technical nightmares immediately before a show, only to have
everything miraculously sort itself out just in the nick of time. In one performance of
Belonging, my web cam froze during the scene I had prepared the back-up avatar for, yet
worked perfectly for the text-on-the-body scene (one can’t help but wonder if it wouldn’t
have worked perfectly for the first scene as well if I hadn’t had a back-up plan … ). The
instability and unpredictability of the medium generates indeterminacy in cyberformance; the
possibility of failure is always present (Agnihotri-Clark, 2006). This is not an obstacle to be
overcome, but an important part of the landscape of experimental live work on the internet –
as our experience of no failure at all in Lagging With The Lololols has shown.
As we have seen, UpStage offers the audience a specific role: they can contribute
anonymously and silently via text chat throughout the performance; and the players can
choose whether or not to respond to or incorporate their input. Similar to the traditional
audience in a darkened auditorium, they can’t see each other very well, but they might
recognise some familiar voices in the shadows and they can talk to each other. Less like the
traditional audience, they can also talk to the players. This treatment of the audience was
strongly influenced by our experiences of audience in The Palace – in particular during Dress
The Nation, as discussed earlier. While we wanted to explore the potential for interaction with
our audience, we were aware of the consequences of literally having them on stage with us.
We wanted to maintain an openness to experiment with where this could go, but at the same
time I at least was still interested in maintaining a gap between the audience and the players
(Auslander, 1999, p. 57).
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In The Best Air-Guitar Album in the World Vol. II, the audience was asked to click on the “YEAH”
 to start a sound track. The players counted down (shown in the text chat) so that the audience would
all click at more or less the same time. 070707 UpStage Festival, 7 July 2007.
Screengrab from rehearsals for Belonging by Avatar Body Collision (2007)
showing the player and audience chat text re-presented on the stage via a web cam.
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Our expectation that the audience would want to contribute was immediately confirmed
during DTN2, the first performance using UpStage: the log of the performance shows the
audience asking questions, commenting to each other, going off on tangents and contributing
to the story.
70
 Embellishing the narration is an easy and obvious way for the audience to
participate, but many performances since have experimented with different ideas: Paraiso
71
invited audiences to touch a saint’s eye on the screen at a particular moment in order to have
their prayers heard; Freeze, Flight or Fight
72
 asked the audience to share their experiences of
and feelings about rejection; audiences pressed an on-stage button to activate a music track in
The Best Air Guitar Album in the World Vol. II; and in one scene in Belonging, the audience
were invited to bid in the auction of a trafficked woman. We are now investigating the
possibility of a ‘volunteer avatar’ that would allow players to offer the audience an avatar at a
specific time, rather like inviting someone from the audience to come up onto the stage. It will
be interesting to see if, in the online environment, audience members are less reluctant than
proximal audiences often are to take up such an invitation.
As possibly the first application created specifically for cyberformance,
73
 UpStage embodies
and facilitates all the qualities and characteristics of cyberformance. It provides a platform or
hypersurface for remote participants to engage in live distributed performance that
experiments with, explores and interrogates the interface of theatre and the internet. As an
open source development, UpStage itself is a constantly evolving, always unfinished,
participatory process. It exemplifies and even extends Bruns’ concept of produsage, going
beyond the creative examples he gives (distributing, sharing and resampling digital media) to
construct an artist-led shared space for live participatory theatrical events.
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 While there are many examples of cyberformance in virtual worlds, computer game environments,
MUDs, MOOs and chat rooms, these spaces have not been purpose-built for cyberformance.
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A body of cyberformance
The Plaintext Players, Avatar Body Collision and UpStage provide diverse examples of
cyberformance in action and the potential for the internet as a site for live theatrical
performance. The form, process and content of the work expresses the essential characteristics
and qualities identified in the Cyberformance Manifesto (Chapter 4). In all three examples, a
group of people has worked together over time to develop and explore concepts around the
idea of making theatre on the internet. This – along with the work of many other
practitioners
74
 – has built a body of work, skills and experience that can be identified as a
distinct form of artistic practice, cyberformance.
I have touched on a number of areas that cry out for much deeper analysis: the process of
composition as a work of art; the performativity of text; remote collaboration and computer-
mediated communication; cyber culture; liveness; failure; presence and telepresence; the real
and the virtual; and the audience. The constraints of time and space (another two fascinating
concepts that I have barely mentioned in the context of cyberformance) prevent me from
devoting a chapter to each of these topics, so I have chosen instead what seems to be the most
immediate at this moment to focus on. As it is fundamental to and inextricable from the
concept of theatre and therefore also cyberformance, an investigation of the audience is
crucial to the epistemology of cyberformance.
As we practitioners have developed cyberformance, our audience has evolved along with it,
beginning to establish codes of behaviour, expectations and increasingly sophisticated
readings of the work. The examples given in this chapter have included work for proximal
audiences, online audiences, and work where there are both proximal and online audiences.
This latter situation provides exciting opportunities and challenges for the creation of
cyberformance: how can we make work that engages both proximal and online audiences?
what is the relationship between these two audiences? and what is happening to the gap
between performer and audience? These are the questions that underpin the following chapter,
which introduces the intermedial audience.
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6: The intermedial audience
We produce every play on the assumption that it will be still unfinished when it
appears on the stage. We do this consciously because we realize that the crucial
revision of a production is that which is made by the spectator. (Vsevolod Meyerhold
in Bennett, 1997, p. 7)
Theatre does not exist without its audience. (Wunderer, 1999, p. 203)
This is one of the few areas where most theatre/performance theorists are in agreement:
theatre depends on its audience. It is surprising therefore to discover how relatively little
theoretical analysis there has been of the audience’s role in and relationship to the
performance, particularly given the significant changes that role and relationship have
undergone in recent decades. As we have seen in the previous chapter, those changes are
continuing in the emergence of a new cyberformance audience that is generating its own
codes, conventions and expectations. To gain an understanding of the cyberformance
audience and how we might create work for and with this audience, I will first address the
traditional role of the theatre/performance audience, its transformation in the last several
decades, and the contestable issue of the gap or distance between performer and audience. I
will then look at the cyberformance audience in the context of the online environment, where
the boundaries between producer and consumer, artist and spectator, are increasingly blurred.
This leads me to consider whether we choose to maintain the performer/spectator gap and if
so, at what distance. Finally, I will propose that Chapple and Kattenbelt’s concept of
intermediality (2006) can provide a useful way to approach an audience that is as unfinished
and mediated as the work it is engaging with.
Thinking about the audience
From the opening line of Hamlet (“Who’s there?”) to the openness of the Happenings, from
the Greeks to Grotowski, the need for an audience is rarely disputed: “Performance is always
performance for someone, some audience that recognizes and validates it as a performance”
(Carlson, 1996, p. 5). Chapple and Kattenbelt assert the importance of the simultaneous
presence of audience and performer: “[t]hey are there for each other ... The roles they fulfil
presuppose and support each other ... The performer and spectator are necessary to each other
because together they hold the responsibility for the realisation of the performance” (2006, p.
33). Despite this acceptance, Susan Bennett has shown that Western theatre theorists have
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traditionally paid scant attention to the audience beyond articulating the conventions and
expectations that govern audience behaviour (1997, p. 8). Kier Elam’s words illustrate this
rather well: “It is with the spectator, in brief, that theatrical communication begins and ends”
(2002, p. 87); his own discussion of the audience is just that – brief. Bennett suggests that this
neglect may stem from Western theatre’s privileging of the text (1997, p. 7), and she
specifically seeks an understanding of the audience’s relationship with the performance,
rather than with the text. Contemporary performance theory is less wedded to the dramatic
text and as a result has given more consideration to the audience. This has been driven by
improvisational performance practices such as the Happenings of the 1960s, Forum Theatre,
Invisible Theatre and other forms where the audience’s active participation is central to the
performance (Blau, 1990, p. 85) and may also be influenced by semiotics and poststructualist
theory’s interest in the act of viewing (Bennett, 1997, p. 67). Bennett credits Brecht with
beginning this shift to foregrounding the audience, while also acknowledging the significance
of the earlier work of Meyerhold and Piscator (p. 24).
Apart from Bennett, the other notable recent study of the audience is Herbert Blau’s The
Audience (1990). In his wide-ranging treatise, Blau is clearly inside the Western theatre-
making machine looking out at the audience – “the inaccessible other” (p. 379). While
admitting that an audience is influenced by circumstances outside the performance (p. 314)
and therefore must exist in some way without the performance, Blau adopts a position
alternative to the popular idea that the theatre does not exist without the audience:
The audience ... does not exist before the play but is initiated or precipitated by it; it
is not an entity to begin with but a consciousness constructed. The audience is what
happens when, performing the signs and passwords of a play, something postulates
itself and unfolds in response. (p. 25)
He acknowledges the difficulty of really knowing who the audience is (Blau, 1990, p. 355),
and the dilemmas for the actor who must simultaneously reach out for the audience yet
pretend that they are not there, and the audience who must pretend that the actor is not acting
(p. 314). The anonymity of the Western theatre audience – “unnamed in the play” (p. 378) –
leads Blau to observe that while the Balinese theatre has many names for different kinds of
audience, Western theatre does not; perhaps this is another symptom of the privileging of the
text at the expense of the audience. To Blau, the audience is other, inaccessible, unknowable
and unnamed – yet increasingly participatory and vocal: “ … the question of participation
remains the most fertile experimental issue in performance, in or out of the theatre” (p. 148).
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This question of audience participation has taken a new direction with the development of
information and communication technologies in the last quarter of the twentieth century,
although as early as the 1930s Brecht envisaged radio opening up a two-way communication
system between artists and audience (Salz, 2004, p. 128). Bennett, writing at the close of the
century, hinted at what was to come: “[n]ew technologies (especially in the area of interactive
media) may offer other new tools for understanding spectatorship as well as the production-
reception dynamic in general” (1997, p. 211). The transformation of the production-reception
dynamic is central to Axel Bruns’ notion of produsage: the complete convergence of producer
and receiver, artist and spectator, facilitated by accessible digital tools and the internet as a
means of creation, distribution and consumption. Bruns describes the shift from artistic
products created by individual artists, to creativity as an unfinished, evolving and
participatory process, giving examples of web-based media sharing tools such as Flickr and
YouTube (2008, p. 235). More cynically, Steve Dixon regards the user-generated web as “a
site of therapeutic catharsis-overload, and constitutes the largest theatre in the world, offering
everyone 15 megabytes of fame” (2004, p. 102). Today, the idea that everyone can be an artist
is widely accepted; Prampolini’s 1915 prediction that the audience might become the actor as
well has almost come to be (Causey, 2006, p. 87).
However, this convergence brings with it a conflict – for all art forms, but in particular for
theatre, where “... performance is founded on difference, on separation and fragmentation, not
unity ... [live performance’s] very occurrence presupposes a gap between performer and
spectator” (Auslander, 1999, p. 57). Bennett states that “[d]istance … is intrinsic to art”
(1997, p. 16) and explains how the careful manipulation of this distance, such as Brecht’s
verfremdungseffekt or the Russian formalist concept of ostranenie, can affect the audience’s
perception of a performance (p. 28). Such notions of estrangement and defamiliarisation aim
not to exclude the audience from the work but rather to shift the audience’s position so as to
invite a particular perspective on the work; at the same time, the gap between audience and
performer is maintained. The audience is very much an active participant in the completion of
the work, but is in no way mistaken for the creator or producer of the work. While this crucial
distinction between artist and audience has been significantly eroded in some experimental
performance work, it is in digital media and the internet where it has all but disappeared: a
“fluidity between audience and performer occurs in the online world ... [where] participants ...
merge towards a being that is not audience and actor, character and author” (Goodeve, 1997).
This is generally perceived as a positive and empowering development (Bruns, 2008, p. 230;
Murray, 1997, p. 43; Ryan, 1999a, p. 7) – except by conservative sectors that fear financial
loss from this shift, such as the recorded music industry (Bruns, 2008, p. 236). Theorists such
as Murray and Ryan have glowingly imagined the idea of interactive drama, where an
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environment is created within which participants, known as interactors, can develop their
own stories. The examples given by Murray and Ryan may well be theatrical, but in general
they describe situations where one person experiences the work on their own, missing the
vital simultaneous presence and shared temporality of theatre. There is no gap between artist
and spectator because the artist is not present.
As a form of theatre within the digital realm, cyberformance maintains both the co-presence
and distance between artist and audience. As a result, it finds itself straddling another gap:
that between the codes and conventions of traditional theatre audiences (albeit in a state of
flux) and an almost hyperactive expectation of some netizens
75
 to not only participate but to
have authorship and agency within the work. For creators of cyberformance, this raises
important questions: how much creative authorship do we want to give away, and how much
do we want to retain? Do we still want this gap between performer and spectator, and if so,
how wide? And, do we even have a choice? As the following extract from DTN2
76
 shows, the
audience is already actively repositioning and reinventing itself (the grey text is audience
input, player text is black and preceded by <ABC>, and the exact spellings and typos have
been maintained):
<ABC> You have been watchin DTN2
Bin Laden?
fly out of space
<ABC> a cyberformance demo of Upstage
what is the significance of the dragon fly?
in an alien space ship
<ABC> if you stay online
with george bush in the back
to mars
<ABC> you can participate in a Q & A
thank you thank hyou for waking us up to argue
<ABC> session with the glasgow audience
<ABC> and the online audience
great!
wot audience?
<ABC> together with members of the company
we re not audience
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 citizens of the internet
76
 The first performance in UpStage, DTN2 by Avatar Body Collision was presented at the Machinista
Festival, Glasgow, in May 2004.
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what is an audience
we are flyers
zou are the audience
rite
APPLAUSE!
we’re performers
applause
clap clap!!
“Who’s there?”: the cyberformance audience
As shown in the previous chapter, cyberformance has the potential for at least two different
audience situations: the proximal audience, who are gathered in the same physical location;
and the online audience, who may be located anywhere in the world in a variety of situations
outside the control and knowledge of the performers. It is naturally difficult to get a clear
picture of this remote audience and the circumstances in which they experience the work, but
from performance logs and email feedback it is possible to build up a general picture of these
two audiences, which indicates that they are far from homogenous.
              
Avatar Body Collision’s proximal audience typically includes theatre artists, new media
artists, festival audiences, academics, critics and our friends and families. The online audience
consists of some of the same people – friends, relatives, academics, artists – but also a good
proportion of netizens who may be chatters or lurkers, anonymous or self-identified, and who
do not necessarily adhere to codes of behaviour that might be expected of a theatre audience.
There are also widely divergent levels of technical skill and experience within the audience –
from those who have little or no familiarity with any form of networked performance or
digital art, to experienced artists and academics in the field. Some people – in both proximal
and online audiences – enter into the work eagerly, considering themselves agents within the
proximal
audience
theatre
purists
digital
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performance, and some are content to watch more or less passively, while at the other end of
the spectrum some find the experience confusing and alienating (and there is not necessarily a
correlation between someone’s level of computer literacy and their degree of engagement
with the work
77
). This leads to a great diversity of audience response, which may be expected
to gradually condense into typical behavioural patterns as audiences become more
sophisticated with the form – or perhaps not, as the intertextuality and layering of material
along with the variety of conditions of the remote audience encourages genuinely individual
readings and responses.
In UpStage (and in performances given in MOOs, IRC and other chat environments) online
audience members can respond and contribute directly to the performance via text chat.
Traditional theatre behaviour is often mimicked, with typed responses such as “LOL”
78
 or
“applause”. The audience may embellish the narrative of the performance, or type audience
activity messages such as “coughing” or “rustling chip packets”. Frequently a performance
will be punctuated by apparently random comments, sometimes in response to the technology
(e.g. “My sound’s just gone”) or to events in real life (e.g. “My child has woken up” or
“Phone – brb”
79
), or inspired by an individual’s intertextual reading of the work, possibly
making sense only to themselves (such as the alien spaceship reference in the extract on page
71). The ability to record the text chat affords a unique opportunity to document online
audience response. Discussing performance documentation, Auslander notes that it is rare for
the audience to be documented:
The purpose of most performance art documentation is to make the artist’s work
available to a larger audience, not to capture the performance as an “interactional
accomplishment” to which a specific audience and a specific set of performers
coming together in specific circumstances make equally significant contributions.
(Auslander, 2006, p. 6)
The transcripts (logs) of player and audience chat enable a degree of post-performance
analysis of the online audience that is not possible for the proximal audience, even when a
performance has been videoed. Paradoxically, the literal invisibility of the “‘disembodied’
audience”  means that other responses – body language, lack of attention, post-show
debriefings in the bar – are unobservable.
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 This contradicts Unterman’s finding that “the audience relates to the performance in direct
proportion to their familiarity with the computer interface” (Unterman, 2005, p. 43); it is based on my
own experiences of audiences interacting with UpStage and at the performances of Dress The Nation.
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 “LOL” is chat shorthand for “laugh out loud”.
79
 “brb” is chat shorthand for “be right back”.
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When online audience members ‘meet’ each other in the chat, they invariably want to
exchange information about their actual location, time and weather conditions. Tangential
conversations often arise, such as a discussion about the merits of various DVD players which
four online audience members engaged in during the dress rehearsal of The Gas Heart
(Unterman, 2005, p. 41). For Unterman, this was one of the factors that made the dress
rehearsal more memorable than the performance itself. Dixon notes that during Chameleons 3
(2000) “the IRC audience [was] not simply engaged in a dialogue with the performers, but
with each other ... many in the chatroom barely wrote anything to the performers” (2007, p.
508). This tendency of the online audience to mutate cyberformance into a variant of the
social chat room may be due to its novelty, as well as to the cyberformance artists’ relative
inexperience in engaging an online audience. It will be interesting to see how this evolves.
Elam has identified spectator-to-spectator communication as important for homogeneity of
response in the traditional theatre audience – one person’s laughter spreads to others,
individuals’ responses are affirmed, and there is a sense of surrendering to a collective whole
(2002, p. 87).
There may indeed be a desire for some degree of homogeneity amongst the dis-located online
audience members, in order to feel that they are part of a communal event; despite being
isolated at their computer screens, online audience members have an easy and immediate
ability for direct text communication with each other, and experience shows that they are
usually not shy to do this. But a homogenous response contradicts the notions of
intertextuality and multiple individual responses to the open work which are inherent to
cyberformance and to the online environment, where individual interpretation and voice are
privileged. Online audience members may be encouraged to type further responses after one
person’s “LOL”, but their remoteness – which often includes cultural and linguistic separators
– would suggest that even when they have a sense of the shared experience, their ultimate
reading of the work is always individual.
Multiple simultaneous audiences
Until the development of UpStage, the work of Avatar Body Collision only addressed one
audience at a time – either proximal or online. The specific applications used, the need to
arrange and move between elements in a precise screenography, and the live stage component
meant that, despite being situated online, most of our work was not accessible to an online
audience. Now, with UpStage we have a tool that – in theory, at least – enables us to create a
single show that functions simultaneously for both a proximal and an online audience – and
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proximal audience
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audience computers
projector
screen
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the overlap of the two. Familiar Features (2006) was the first show in which Avatar Body
Collision specifically attempted to do this.
80
 The performance was situated in UpStage and in
a gallery space, where projections of UpStage, computers for the audience, and other visual
objects created an installation. The proximal audience were required to remove and hand over
their shoes on entry, and many online audience members also heard and followed the
instruction to take off their shoes. During the performance, the proximal audience physically
passed through ‘immigration’ to enter another space where they retrieved their shoes from a
large map of New Zealand, and in doing so appeared in a web cam.
Diagram of the inputs, outputs and audience-performer-hypersurface relationships in Familiar
Features. Note that this diagram does not attempt to replicate the physical layout of the gallery space.
The screen at the far left showed the ‘shoe-cam’, with the map of New Zealand and audience shoes on
the floor in front of it. The screen at the bottom was in the area where the proximal audience first
entered the gallery and showed the UpStage interface.
The online audience passed through a virtual ‘immigration’ by following a link to see the
proximal audience in the web cam (and some then asked what they should do with their shoes
– but we had neglected to consider the online audience’s shoes!). As one online audience
member said afterwards, it was “ hard to tell if the ‘live’ audience was getting the same story,
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 The Plaintext Players have been addressing online and proximal audiences simultaneously since
2000 in their mixed reality performances, but I am focusing on Familiar Features because I can draw on
my own direct experiences of the audience interaction and response.
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or if each audience was simply an accessory to the other’s experience”.
81
 The word
‘accessory’ implies something non-essential yet enhancing. Even if the two audiences were
getting completely different stories (and I would agree that they were getting slightly different
stories), they were aware of each other and aware that their presence was affecting the others’
experience in some way.
At one point in the performance, a proximal audience member at a computer in the gallery
told a joke, which appeared interspersed between the players’ text (the audience text is grey
and players’ text black, preceded by <w> and <s>):
why did the toilet paper roll down the hill?
<w> ohgod
<s> lahar?
lol
<s> ohmigod
<w> best we head for the city
<w> a coffeee
<w> people
<s> what a dangerous holiday this is
<s> i need a decent coffee!
<s> and a quiet bit of culture ...
to get to the bottom
<s> where could that be?
The audience input “lol” at the fourth line is probably a response to the opening question of
the joke, and a further joke is coincidentally created when the punch line, “to get to the
bottom” is directly followed by a player’s line, “where could that be?” The joke-teller became
simultaneously an online and proximal audience member and, in telling the joke, stepped into
the role of performer. In the proximal performance space, the audience could watch the joke-
teller at the keyboard as well as seeing the text appear in a projection of the stage. His joke
was received by both audiences, and by the players. It bore no direct relevance to the content
of the performance, but was a response to the ‘open mike’ type situation: just as audience
members are invited to come on stage and deliver a poem or song at an open mike
performance event, we had provided computers to be used by the proximal audience and there
was an appreciative audience for them to perform to. The situation is reminiscent of
performances in the Palace such as Godot’s arrival in Desktop Theater’s
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 Email feedback following the performance.
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82
 with the difference that in Familiar Features the audience were not
able to access avatars or appear visibly or audibly on the stage, only in the text chat.
Once the joke-teller had told his joke, he stepped back into the role of audience and did not
continue to contribute. This may well have been due to a lack of response from the players, as
we ignored the joke and continued with our prepared storyline. In fact, I do not even
remember seeing the joke during the performance; in my experience it is extremely difficult
to follow and respond to unsolicited audience input during a performance, because I am
usually madly multitasking to perform. Creating a structure and role specifically for the
audience makes it easier for both players and audience, such as the auction scene in Belonging
(Avatar Body Collision, 2007) where the audience are invited to bid for a trafficked woman.
This was one of the most powerful moments in the performance, as suddenly everyone
became complicit in what was happening – accessories, one could say, to the crime. Despite
the recognisable structure in which everyone could participate, still only a small  number of
audience members actually did contribute to the bidding. It may have been that some were
uncomfortable with the content, or that, like the proximal audience that shies away from
audience participation in the theatre, many in the cyberformance audience are content to
lurk.
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 What Ryan describes as “the age-old dream of abolishing the differences between
author, characters, actors and spectators” (Ryan, 1999a, p. 7) is not necessarily a dream
shared by everyone. Something more complex, and more individual, is happening at the
boundaries between audiences and performers in cyberformance.
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 Performed in a public Palace chat room at the 1997 Digital Storytelling Festival.
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 Lurking is a term commonly used in chat rooms and email lists to refer to participants who do not
contribute verbally to the discussion but nonetheless make an important contribution with their silent
presence and observation.
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The appearance of the intermedial audience
I have been using the terms proximal and online to refer to the two distinct audience groups,
but as we have seen with the example of the joke-teller in Familiar Features these groups are
not as distinct as they once were. Nor can they be generalised as an homogenous collective,
something that can no longer be assumed of the traditional theatre audience either (Blau,
1990, p. 333). Dixon has expressed fear of and negativity towards the ‘disembodied’ audience
(2004, pp. 99, 116), while others have suggested that the participation facilitated by computer
mediation transforms the audience into an artist (Unterman, 2005, p. 50) or makes the concept
of audience obsolete (Ryan, 1997, p. 678). However, the examples of cyberformance
presented in this thesis indicate that there is definitely still some species of audience present,
but the word audience on its own is no longer adequate and oppositional qualifiers such as
proximal and online have limited use.
In cyberformance such as Familiar Features, both the online and proximal audiences can be
understood as mediatised.
84
 The online audience experienced mediatisation through the
UpStage interface, appearing in the performance as text in the chat window. For the proximal
audience, mediatisation occurred through the same process in UpStage (if they chose to use
the computers in the gallery) as well as via the web cam installation, in which all proximal
audience members were captured as they collected their shoes. The web cam was set up to
capture the audiences’ bodies and also a projection of the image as it was received back via
the internet a few seconds later, creating a receding echo of images of the proximal audience,
visible to both audiences. Even if there were proximal audience members who were somehow
not aware of the existence of the parallel online audience, they could not be unconscious of
their own appearance within this part of the performance. Thus the performance facilitated the
mediatised confluence of both online and proximal audience, via the UpStage chat window
and the web cam (see the diagram on page 75). At least partially aware of each others’
existence and at times engaging directly with each other, yet always with a degree of
uncertainty about the other (a gap or distance), the audience at Familiar Features occupied a
limen, in-between the physical and the virtual, in-between performer and spectator, computer-
mediated and adopting multiple roles (spectator, performer, author, reader, commentator,
chatter, lurker) within the media. This mediatisation of the audience is also evident in other
performances such as Belonging (Avatar Body Collision, 2007) and in the work of the
Plaintext Players, as shown in Chapter 5.
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 My use of the term “mediatised” is based on Jameson’s definition of mediatisation as “the process
whereby the traditional fine arts … come to consciousness of themselves as various media within a
mediatic system” (Jameson 1991 : 162).
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In coining the term intermedial performance, Chapple and Kattenbelt describe intermedial as:
… a space where the boundaries soften – and we are in-between and within a mixing
of spaces, media and realities. Thus, intermediality becomes a process of
transformation of thoughts and processes where something different is formed
through performance. (2006, p. 12)
When the audience is also transformed in-between spaces, media and realities, I propose that
the audience itself is intermedial. In the example of Familiar Features, the role of the
audience extends beyond that of interactive participation, firstly through the mediatisation of
the audience, and then through the confluence of the simultaneous audiences. The intermedial
audience encompasses proximal and online audiences; active participants and lurkers; players
as spectators of the audience and of their own mediatised representations; and the fluidity of
movement (individual and collective) between all of these and any other permutations of
‘audience’ that may emerge within cyberformance or other forms where the intermedial
audience exists.
The concept of intermediality offers a way to approach an audience that is as unfinished and
(r)evolutionary as the work it is engaging with. It upgrades the passive spectator to an integral
position within cyberformance, without relinquishing the fundamental gap between performer
and spectator. At the same time, intermediality acknowledges the mental multitasking that
cyberformance demands of its audience and the paradigm shift that is forced onto those more
accustomed to the traditional codes of audience behaviour.
 intermedial 
audience 
proximal
audience
online
audience
players
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Assisting cyberformance
Having begun this chapter with Meyerhold’s concept of the play as necessarily unfinished
when presented to the audience, I will respond to this idea with the suggestion that the
intermedial audience is just as unfinished as the performance. Coming into being in the
moment of the performance, where players and audience are co-dependent and at times
perhaps indistinguishable, the intermedial audience is as liminal, hybrid and unfinished as
cyberformance itself. We may not be much closer to really knowing our audience, but perhaps
if we name it as the intermedial audience we can at least begin to familiarise ourselves with
its character.
While there are some similarities with the theatre audience, and many codes of behaviour are
borrowed, the online environment brings with it an expectation of (the option of) active
participation and agency. Yet this potentially conflicts with the separation that we have seen
is necessary for theatre to function, this “troubled distance” between spectator and stage
where Blau suggests that the real power of theatre may lie (1990, p. 357). Many theatre
practitioners have experimented with audience participation over the last century, with most
ultimately returning to the need to maintain at least some kind of distance between the
performer and audience (Bennett, 1997, p. 15; Blau, 1990, p. 208); but the more recent
emergence of new technologies and massive cultural shifts in our concept of creative
production have further problematised this fraught issue. As makers of cyberformance, we
must consider whether we want to maintain this gap or not, and if so why, and at what
distance, and with what kind of participation. I believe we do still have a choice, as
cyberformance artists still (normally) have a level of technological control above that of the
audience, as is shown with UpStage; however we can (and should) also choose to listen to the
demands and expectations of our audience. Negotiating the balance of this relationship is the
challenge ahead for the cyberformance artist, and it will be a different balance for each of us.
Cyberformance is still in its infancy, and both players and audiences are learning how to
create, respond and participate; in this period of experimentation it is vital that we allow
ourselves the right to fail. Karla Ptacek cites her own misjudgement of Avatar Body
Collision’s first (proximal) audience (2003, p. 189), and Unterman admits that the direct
transfer of “the theatrical notion of the audience to the digital medium … did not work”
(2005, p. 31). But as Blau and Brook remind us, in French the word for audience is assistance
(to assist); the French do not say that they watch a performance, rather “j’assiste” (Blau, 1990,
p. 262; Brook, 1972, p. 156). The challenge ahead is not for the cyberformance artist alone, it
requires the assistance of the intermedial audience as well.
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7: Here and now
“... we open up the possibility for utterly unexpected modes of synthesis to arise,
patterns of connection and integration that for now seem barely conceivable. But how
will we know them in advance? If they come, they will emerge from a vibrating
matrix of information, image, and mathematical mutation whose processing powers
and universal scale have simply never existed before. Of course they will arise as an
imagination. Of course they will take the form of surprise.” (Davis, 1998, p. 330)
As I near the end of this research project, I am conscious of how much I have had to leave
out. The interdisciplinary nature of my practice has meant that my literature review has been
broad and my interpretative paradigm a hybrid of many threads. While this brings a rich
intertextuality to my research, I am painfully aware of the many fertile areas that I have not
had time to delve into. I have barely touched on issues of liveness, presence and absence,
space, or time. I have not, as I originally intended, documented and analysed the entire oevre
of Avatar Body Collision – instead I have looked at our work alongside that of many other
practitioners. Within the constraints of this thesis I have had to keep my focus on responding
to the challenge that was issued to me back in 2001 – to name my practice and locate it within
the broader fields of theatre and performance – and restrain myself to merely hinting at the
many intriguing topics and provocations arising from this.
I was told that my practice could not be called theatre, even though I was not trying to say that
it was theatre. I had used the term performance in neologising cyberformance because at the
time (2000) it seemed more appropriate than theatre. Perhaps if I hadn’t been told that I
couldn’t use the term theatre, I wouldn’t have gone back to it – but there is nothing like telling
me that I can’t have or do something to make me want it! So I revisited those terms – theatre
and performance – to attempt to understand the difference between them and whether one is
more appropriate to my practice than the other. I concluded that, as John Reaves suggests,
theatre potentially includes all art; theatre is the original virtual reality, the truly multimedia
art form. I found performance to be a bland and overused term, while theatre remains rich,
intertextual and inclusive. However, this did not lead me to reconsider the term
cyberformance ; amongst the multitude of terms being used for similar practices,
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cyberformance is a meaningful and useful term. It has served me and others well since 2000
and gained  a degree of acceptance.
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In 2007, Stephen Schrum unveiled his Taxonomy of Digital Performance as a starting point to
categorise different types of digital performance (essentially, any performance that employs
any type of digital technology at any point in the process). I found that this framework did not
comfortably accommodate cyberformance, unless it were to lie along the top of the whole,
rubbing up against all but two of Schrum’s eight categories. As Bruns and Levy suggest, the
emergent knowledge space requires new epistemologies; rigid taxonomies are no longer
appropriate (Bruns, 2008, p. 192; Lévy, 1997). The Cyberformance Manifesto attempts to be
something more flexible: it outlines the essential qualities and attributes of cyberformance as I
see them at this point in time and gives examples from a wide range of work created over the
last fifteen years. Live(li)ness, resourcefulness, attitude, the distribution of performers and its
situation in cyberspace are some of the factors that distinguish cyberformance from and
within related genres such as telematic art, networked performance and digital performance.
Being inherently unfinished, intertextual and layered means that cyberformance can also be
described as liminal or intermedial performance, while its low-tech experimentation and
attention to contemporary issues imply connections to earlier boundary-breaking movements
such as punk, and the avant-garde of the early twentieth century. Most definitions of other
terms, such as those in Schrum’s taxonomy, focus on form and technology whereas the
Cyberformance Manifesto recognises the wider socio-political context of the work.
In my original research plan, I intended to focus on the work of Avatar Body Collision as my
main case study, to document and analyse our body of work over the last six years. However
as my research progressed, it became clear that widening the case studies to include other
practitioners would better illustrate the variety of work that can be described as
cyberformance. However I do not wish to baptise the dead in order to swell the ranks of
cyberformers with their descendants. If anyone objects to my suggested retrospective
application of the term cyberformance to their work, I apologise, and invite them to enter into
the ongoing conversation about cyberformance – or whatever you prefer to call it – and
participate in imagining its ontology. As I found in my investigations into the semiotics of
theatre and performance, language may construct the world but at the same time, language is
fluid; our world is malleable, and if we don’t shape it then someone else will, which we may
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 During May 2008 I discovered that cyberformance had been entered into Wikipedia, by someone
unknown to me. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyberformance
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not like. This thesis and my ongoing practice are my contributions to the shape of this world
of experiments at the interface of theatre and the internet.
The qualities and attributes of cyberformance are created by and demonstrated in work of The
Plaintext Players, Avatar Body Collision and the many artists using the purpose-built
cyberformance software UpStage (and many other artists mentioned or not in this thesis). Not
only form and technology, but also attitude, content and a new audience dynamic make such
work cyberformance. Contemporary issues are addressed and problematised, traditional
borders are pushed, bent and broken, and the audience has got up out of its seat and started to
move around. I have analysed the cyberformance audience and proposed the concept of the
intermedial audience – one that exists as a separate entity from the performers but is also
mediatised by the same technology; one that can be both proximal and online; and one that
contributes and participates yet is still an audience. As the information age evolves into the
age of produsage (Bruns, 2008), where everyone can be an active participant in both creation
and consumption, the boundary between artist and spectator is taking yet another battering; in
some cases it has dissolved completely and this is generally welcomed as empowering for the
participants. However, my concept of theatre assumes a separation or distinction between
performers and audience. To lose that gap would be to devolve cyberformance back to the
chat room from which it was born. It is clearly necessary to rethink the relationship of
performers and audience in the context of the online environment. The intermedial audience is
a very different beast to the traditional theatre audience, and we must get to know each other
well as cyberformance can only evolve with the support and assistance of its audience.
During the course of my research I have come to understand that there is more in common
between theatre and the internet than one might initially suppose. The relationship between
theatre and computer technology has been given some attention, such as in Brenda Laurel’s
Computers as Theatre (1993), however a resistance to technology from some within the
theatre world has been documented by Twyla Mitchell (1999) and was demonstrated in the
response to my presentation at the Transit festival in 2001. Many theorists cling to the idea of
theatre as existing only within the confines of the fleshy body (Causey, 2006, p. 196; Phelan,
1993) and question whether theatre is really possible in cyberspace (Dixon, 2007, p. 508), but
others argue that the mediatisation of the human body in no way removes or negates the body.
N. Katherine Hayles proposes that “in the post-human, there are no essential differences or
absolute demarcations between bodily existence and computer simulation, cybernetic
mechanism and biological organism, robot technology and human goals” (1999, p. 3);
Auslander also dissolves the binary opposition of live and mediatised (1999, p. 7). Dixon
continues from this to say, “[t]hat we can now conceive that live and mediatized bodies are
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the same is because we have (or will have) succeeded in ‘taking away’ the technology, since
we no longer give it a thought. It is part of us” (2002). Cyberformance, and other forms of art
that experiment with and demystify technology, have helped us to achieve this ‘taking away’
of technology – and this is one of the roles of art in society (Kockelkoren, 2003, p. 18). As the
social implications of the internet continue to reverberate and transform accepted ways of
being, it is important that artists continue to play this role.
Today, computers and the internet are ubiquitous in the Western world, and increasingly
common in large parts of the developing world. Grandparents use Skype to communicate with
families in distant countries, nearly every teenager has a profile on a social networking site
and pre-schoolers have a concept of the keyboard (Zevenbergen & Logan, 2008); banking,
travel bookings, shopping – it can all be done via the internet, and anyone without an email
address is something of a luddite. Political lobby groups circulate online petitions and
government agencies increasingly manage their communications and paperwork online. In
theatre, there are few productions that do not involve a computer somewhere along the way;
many rely heavily on computer technologies and some employ computers in innovative ways
within the performance. There are numerous software applications purpose-built for theatre,
such as for set and lighting design, or motion capture systems. But the actual relationship
between the mediums of theatre and the internet remains comparatively unexplored. From my
position, with a foot in each camp, the parallels between theatre and the internet are clear.
Contrary to the fears still held by some that theatre is losing its relevance in the contemporary
digital world, I suggest that almost the opposite is true: theatre has permeated all other media
to the extent that it has been almost ‘taken away’ itself. The visual arts have co-opted
performance; rock concerts and other large community events strive for theatrical spectacles;
and individuals experiment with the re-presentation of self and identity (character and role)
through online social networking, digital video and photography, and computer games. Most
significantly, liveness is prized in everything from reality TV to the travel industry, Wikipedia
to talkback radio. In the overwhelming mass of recorded digital media that clogs our hard
drives, networks and web sites, Bruns distinguishes between ‘life-caching’ – storing digital
memories – and “produsage proper”, the later being a dynamic and collaborative exchange – a
live dialogue rather than a dead archive (2008, pp. 228-229). This dialogue is the very same
liveness of theatre, the magic time and space that is shared by audience and performer, the
real-time participation in a communal event. Furthermore, all inhabitants of cyberspace have
entered into the willing suspension of disbelief, or “consensual hallucination” (Gibson, 1984).
Netizens ‘visit’ web sites, ‘surf’ the internet, having virtual ‘meetings’ – and this is at the
most basic usage of the internet. Once everyone has agreed to believe, the imagination knows
no bounds: capitalists build virtual malls, hackers conduct raids, and everyone can fly. As the
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original virtual reality and truly multimedia art form, theatre provides more than a model for
the internet: it offers a way to approach, discuss and perhaps understand the social and
cultural impact of the internet. Alice Rayner has described a “linguistic theft” of theatrical
terms (1999, p. 282) by artists experimenting in cyberspace, but I would argue that terms are
no longer something that can be owned or stolen (if they ever were). Certainly we need new
terms – such as cyberformance – in the new knowledge space, but while those terms are still
gestating we must borrow, co-opt and adapt others (Sullivan, 2005, p. 151). Lastly, at a
practical and grassroots level, the organisational structures of independent and cooperative
theatre companies share many similarities with open source practices and Bruns’ concept of
produsage (2008, pp. 24-30). Cyberformance is a natural convergence of these two already
highly compatible mediums, theatre and the internet.
Despite its rapid ongoing evolution, the internet is still an unstable medium and to use it as a
site for live performance is to flirt with failure; but hand-in-hand with failure comes
discovery, innovation and improvement. Through playing at the edge of the technological
wilderness we can forge new pathways into the future and create alliances with its emerging
geography and inhabitants. I cannot speculate about where cyberformance might take us, as
even vague predictions would close my mind to possibilities rather than make me more
prepared for what I predicted. I have journeyed thus far on loose opportunism and open
experimentation and that is how I intend to continue. This is not finished.
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Appendix 1
Excerpt from the Script of Screen Save Her
by Avatar Body Collision, 2002; script compiled by Karla Ptacek.
PROXIMAL STAGE
‘Eliza Dialogue’
BP closes V & H’s webcam
windows.
BP Maximises Palace/CODA
ROOM
BP calls Leena on mobile in
Finland
BP & Leena feed in lines in
spaces between Palace
dialogue
BP: It worked, the plan
worked really well, didn’t it!
BP: They’re in the Palace. I
have them trapped.
BP: What do you mean,
‘elaborate’! You know what
will happen next.
BP: We discussed it, you
agreed. We deconstruct the
avatars.
BP: That’s right.
BP: Go on! Go on where?
You have to finish them off!
BP: That was the plan.
BP: Leena? Leena? Is that
you?
WEBCAM STAGE
‘Eliza Dialogue’
In Leena’s window we see
her fluorescent coloured
mouth, lips, tongue, teeth
speaking into the mobile
phone. Her dialogue is heard
through iVisit audio channel
on proximal stage.
Leena: Please go on.
Leena: Can you elaborate on
that?
Leena: Does that question
interest you?
Leena: Oh, I agreed we
deconstruct them.
Leena: Please go on.
Leena: Oh, I have to finish
them off.
Leena: Tell me more about
the plan.
PALACE STAGE
‘Trapped’
Trashed: She’s not here? Oh
good, let’s go.
JayFondle: She’s stil l
onstage.
JayFondle: Look, she’s
talking to Leena!
Trashed: That is soooooooo
not our problem.
JayFondle: !Oh my!
JayFondle: I think, I think …
Trashed:  (thought bubble: let
me guess …)
JayFondle: I can barely
believe it
Trashed: (thought bubble:
any minute now … )
JayFondle: BP is a, is a …
Trashed: a double dealing
bitch. Well as long as that’s
clear, we can get the hell out
of here.
JayFondle: But BP’s talking
to Leena!!
(10 second pause)
Trashed: Such a gene stealer.
JayFondle: They tricked us?
Trashed: Who would’ve
thought it, huh?
JayFondle: Listen.
(10 second pause)
JayFondle: What are they
talking about?
Trashed: I can hazard a guess
JayFondle: ?????
(15 second pause)
Trashed: We’re being re sy
killed re used re com byned
Jay Fondle: !No! And to
think I was trying to save BP.
Trashed: Well in a way you
will prolong her life )tee hee
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Appendix 2
Summary of performances and activities in UpStage
January 2004 Launch of UpStage
Jan-June 2004 WorldX – a virtual exchange project between Eltham Hill Secondary School in
London, England, and Westland High School, Hokitika, Aotearoa/New Zealand.
http://www.avatarbodycollision.org/worldx.html
May 2004 First performance in UpStage: DTN2 by Avatar Body Collision, presented at the
Machinista Festival, Glasgow.
2004-ongoing UpStage workshops and presentations given at numerous festivals, conferences,
schools and universities in New Zealand, Australia, the UK and Europe.
February 2006 Beginning of the relationship with Auckland University of Technology’s School
of Computer Science, which has seen teams of final year computing students
work on UpStage as a real-world project.
July-October 2006 Familiar Features by Avatar Body Collision
June 2007 UpStage V2 launched; interactive exhibition Puppets to Pixels held at the New
Zealand Film Archive, featuring the work of puppeteer Rebekah Wild.
July 2007 070707 UpStage Festival: the first festival of performances in UpStage, with 13
performances by artists from all over the world.
July-December
2007
Repeat performances of some of the 070707 shows.
October 2007 UpStage is highly commended at the New Zealand Open Source Awards.
October-December
2007
Belonging by Avatar Body Collision presented at the HTMlles Festival in
Montreal and at the DRHA conference in London.
2008 UpStage presentations and workshops given by people outside the core UpStage
team, in Amsterdam, Belgrade and Richmond, VA USA.
Ongoing presentations and workshops by the UpStage team.
March 2008 Formation of activelayers (http://www.activelayers.net/) by artists who created an
070707 show, to continue their work in UpStage.
August 2008 080808, the second UpStage Festival: 16 performances, with ‘real life access
nodes’ in Wellington, London, Munich, Oslo and LA.
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Appendix 3
An incomplete timeline of cyberformance-related practitioners,
performances and notable events.
2008 * 080808 UpStage Festival – 15 performances by artists around the world, 8-9 August 2008,
and screenings a ‘real life access nodes’ in London, Munich, Oslo, Los Angeles and
Wellington.
* Formation of activelayers, a globally dispersed cyberformance troupe.
* a gesture through the flames – solo cyberformance by Helen Varley Jamieson as part of
the Breaking Solitude series, using the Panoplie web streaming platform.
* Performances in Second Life by artists including Gazira Babeli, Alan Sondheim and
Second Front.
2007 * Breaking Solitude season 2 – fortnightly performances from October 2007 to January
2008 using the Panoplie.org web streaming and chat platform, curated by Annie Abrams.
* Belonging by Avatar Body Collision performed in October at the HTMlles Festival & in
December at the Intimacy Conference.
* 070707 - the first UpStage Festival of live online performance features 13 performances
over a 10 hour period by artists from around the world.
* Odyssey Contemporary Art & Performance launched as a place for artists to explore,
exhibit and perform in Second Life.
* Formation of Aether9, a collaborative art project exploring the field of real-time video
transmission.
* Formation of Avatar Orchestra Metaverse, experimenting with orchestral sound and
choreography in Second Life.
* Breaking Solitude season 1 – fortnightly performances from February-May 2007 using the
Panoplie.org web streaming and chat platform, curated by Annie Abrams
2006 * Familiar Features by Avatar Body Collision
2005 * swim by Avatar Body Collision performed at the NZ Fringe Festival, Wellington.
2004 * Networked Performance Blog launched.
* Dissension Convention – series of live audio-visual performances staged in the Visitors’
Studio as part of a response to the Republican Convention, screened at the Post Masters
Gallery in New York, August.
* swim by Avatar Body Collision performed at the Eclectic Tech Carnival, Belgrade.
* DTN2 by Avatar Body Collision, the first performance in UpStage, presented at the
Machinista Festival, May.
* Lagging With The Lololols performed by Avatar Body Collision at the Virtual Minds
Congress, March.
* UpStage launched on 9 January - an open-source web-based venue for live online
performance.
2003 * the virtual world Second Life launched
* Furthfield’s Visitors’ Studio launched – an online live audio-visual collaborative
performance platform.
* swim by Avatar Body Collision performed in April 2003 at Magdalena Australia, and in
October 2003 at City of Women, Slovenia.
* Dress The Nation – March 2003 – Avatar Body Collision’s first completely online show.
* Sister Valerie of the Internet – 3 year online performance by Valerie Lamontagne with an
online confessional and a number of telematic performances between 2003 and 2006.
2002 * To the Spice Islands – an educational process drama created using web-based spaces and
digital technologies.
* Project Woomera conducted by Brad Haseman and Kim Flintoff at QUT using a MOO
environment for online role-playing drama.
* CandT drama-in-education group use mediatised performance and online interactions to
create drama using (fictional) security cameras.
* Avatar Body Collision formed by four of the[abc]experiment group; Screen Save Her
(performed twice in May 2002) and swim – an exercise in remote intimacy (performed twice
in Dec 2002).
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(performed twice in May 2002) and swim – an exercise in remote intimacy (performed twice
in Dec 2002).
2001 * Water[war]s – Helen Varley Jamieson and Desktop Theater present a cyberformance on
stage at Odin Teatret.
* the[abc]experiment – initiated by Helen Varley Jamieson, an international group explores
the potential for combining internet performance (using the Palace) with live stage
performance; presented in Feb 2002 in Wellington, NZ.
* Balletika Internetika – Igor Stromajer.
2000 * O+E – an internet-connected performance between London and Amsterdam, using the
Keyworx application for real-time audio visual performance.
* Chameleons 3: Net Congestion – audience online and interacting with a webcast of
performance, directed by Steve Dixon.
* In Your Dreams: Hands-On Dance Project and Touchdown – by Sita Popat & Jeffrey
Gray Miller; participants contributed online via web site and video conferencing during
rehearsals and performance.
* Dementia of Angels, Le Corps Indice (Isabelle Choiniere) – telematic links, live web casts.
* Escape, Company in Space.
* Little Sister – a 24-hour online surveillance soap (since 2000) Andrea Zapp.
1999 * Wirefire software created by Aureia Harvey & Michel Samyn (Entropy8Zuper!) and used
to stage weekly performances which continued until 2003.
* Folds – internet performance by Corpos Informaticos.
1998 * The Gallbladder Sonata – MOO performance by Marlena Corcoran, 1998–2001.
* The Ubu Project (1998-99), Gertrude Stein Repertory Company – video conferencing,
digital projection and VRML across sites in NYC, St Petersburg and Tokyo.
* Trial by Video, Company in Space.
1997 * waitingforgodot.com presented by Desktop Theater in a Palace chat room.
* Activeworlds released – a 3D virtual environment which included an eDrama location
with a Greek amphitheatre and a modern proscenium theatre.
* Cassandra by Lisa Nagel – ‘distributed choreography’ used CUSeeMe to link USA,
Canada and Romania in synchronous telematic dance performances.
* Starboard by Adrienne Wortzel – an “interactive, operatic, serial broadcast drama” using
MOO-like space and CUSeeMe.
* Art Dirt Im-port by GH Hovagimyan – “a new form of talk show where artists interact and
perform for one another via a communication hybrid using simple internet systems such as
CUSeeMe, RealAudio and good old phone calls”.
* Conductor #1: Getting in Touch With Chicken by Cory Peppermint.
* Digital Dancing by Susan Kozel – connected two London theatres using CUSeeMe.
* emergent(c) room by Floating Point Unit (FPU) - artists in the USA, Japan and Brazil
using text2speech to speak typed chat.
* Eight Dialogues by John Hopkins – used IRC for eight two-hour public dialogues.
1996 * Timeshow – theatre show in which remote artists participated via video-conferencing.
* The Online Front Porch – part of a series of online projects produced by Matthew
Saunders for his MFA at Virginia Tech.
* The Brain Opera – musical performance with contributions from online participants and
live proximal audience.
The Electronic Disturbance by Troika Ranch – linked venues in NYC, San Francisco and
Santa Fe; viewable via the web, audience text messages read aloud by text2speech.
* Formation of Fakeshop, a group that has explored the internet as a performance space
since 1996, using web streaming, gallery installations, and CUSeeMe.
* Jennicam, 1996–2003.
* Virtual Drama Society launched ambitious site in 1996 including “a chat theatre to
experiment with chat programs as a theatrical medium” (the site no longer exists).
1995 * M@ggie’s Love Bytes by Amanda Steggel.
* Ouedis - a world wide odyssey – internet theatre project, 1995–97.
* ATHEMOO created by Juli Burk as an online conference and performance venue;
performances staged regularly until 2000.
* The Palace graphical chat room launched.
1994 * The Plaintext Players begin performing in PMC MOO.
* pcbeth performed by the Hamnet Players in an IRC channel.
* The Nowhere Band by George Coates Performance Works – recruited musicians via the
web and used CUSeeMe to incorporate them into performance.
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web and used CUSeeMe to incorporate them into performance.
* ArtisTheater by Parkbench (Nina Sobell and Emily Hertzel) – claims to be first live web
performances.
* Guillermo Gomez-Pena and Roberto Sifuentes begin online interactive performances.
1993 * Hamnet performed by the Hamnet Players in an IRC channel.
1991 * Burntime – a networked art project using fax and phone, led by Cheryl Casteen and
Charles Flickinger at Artspace Gallery, Auckland; included a live musical jam and
storytelling with participants in NZ and USA.
1990 * LambdaMOO created by Pavel Curtis.
1989 * Aspects of Gaia – Ars Electronica.
1988 * IRC developed by Jarkko Oikarinen.
* Doctor Faustus Lights the Lights by the Gertrude Stein Repertory Company; used video
conferencing to bring actors at the Paris Opera into a New York stage; also used computer
generated characters of a boy and a dog, and another character appeared only as text in chat
window.
1985 * Habitat, created in 1985 by Lucasfilm Games.
1984 * 1984, Nam June Paik article Art & Satellite.
1983 * La Plissure du Texte, networked storytelling event by Roy Ascott.
1981 * Double Entendre by Douglas Davis – live satellite telecast between Whitney Museum in
NYC and Pompidou Centre in Paris; transatlantic love affair based on Barthes’ A Lover’s
Discourse (1977).
1980 * Hole-in-Space by Kit Galloway and Sherry Rabinowitz – live video satellite link from
Broadway department store in LA to Lincoln Centre in NYC; passers-by in both centres
could hear, see and communicate with each other via large screens.
1977 * The Last Nine Minutes by Douglas Davis – live satellite telecast from Caracas to 25
countries; included performance lecture by Beuys and three performances by Nam June Paik
and Charlotte Moorman.
1975-7 * Satellite Arts Project, A Space With No Geographical Boundaries by Kit Galloway and
Sherrie Rabinowitz.
1971 * Q & A by Billy Kluver; experts and public asked questions and offered answers about
what the world would be like in 1981, via telex between NYC, Stockholm, Ahmedabad and
Tokyo.
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Appendix 4
Glossary
avatar graphical representation of someone in cyberspace, e.g. a character in a virtual
world.
blog online personal journal or commentary site; shortened form of “web log”
brb chat shorthand for “be right back”
chatters participants in online chat, used to refer to the cyberformance audience
Collider a member of the cyberformance troupe Avatar Body Collision
cyber a prefix stemming from cybernetics, & loosely meaning through the use of a
computer.
cybernetics “Cybernetics is the study of feedback and derived from concepts such as
communication and control in living organisms, machines & organisations. The
term cybernetics stems from the Greek kybermetes (steersman, governor, pilot or
rudder – the same root as government). It is an earlier but still-used generic term
for many of the subject matters that are increasingly subject to specialisation
under the headings of adaptive systems, artificial intelligence, complex systems,
complexity theory, control systems, decision support systems, dynamical
systems, information theory, learning organisations, mathematical systems
theory, operations research, simulation and systems engineering.”
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cybernetics)
cyberformance live performance by remote players using the internet to come together in real
time, for an audience that may be online and/or in a proximal space.
FTP file transfer protocol, enabling the movement of files from a computer to a server
via the internet
hyp(e)rid a hyper hybrid that gets rid of the hype
hypersurface “Hypersurfaces are places of exchange, fleeting intertextual strata in which
dialectical opposites interact and continuously contaminate one another.”
intermedial “… a meeting point in-between the performers, the observers, and the confluence
of media involved in a performance at a particular moment in time … a space
where the boundaries soften” .
IRC an early form of direct many-to-many online text chat originally developed by
computer system administrators for fast and effective communication in their
networked workplaces; developed in 1988 by
iVisit a free online audio-visual conferencing application; http://www.ivisit.com/
lurkers chat room and email list participants who never or rarely contribute to the
discussion, but nonetheless have an important, silent, presence
lag delay caused by disruptions to the flow of data within a network
LOL chat shorthand for “laugh out loud”
media commedia term used by the Plaintext Players to describe performance that combines
comedic traditions with digital technology
mixed-reality term used by the Plaintext Players to describe performances that combine
proximal (on-stage) and online elements
MOO The acronym MOO stands for ‘MUD Object Oriented’; ‘object oriented’
referring to the users’ ability to programme the server, thus changing and
expanding the environment for all users.
MUD a multi-player online text chat and role-playing environment
netizen citizen of the internet
networked
performance
“… any live event that is network enabled … any form of networking in which
computational devices speak to each other and create a feedback loop” and
“experienced at the moment of creation or reception”
Palatian regular user of The Palace chat application
players cyberformance performers; also known as cyberformers
screenography the precise arrangements of elements on a computer screen for presentation to an
audience
Second Life an online virtual world; http://secondlife.com/
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Skype an online application that facilitates telephone calls over the internet, with text
chat, file transfer and video conferencing; http://www.skype.com/
telecommuting working remotely via the internet and telecommunications technologies
telematic the convergence of telecommunications networks with computers
telepresence primarily used in the context of robotics science to describe the manipulation of a
physical object by remote participants, achieving a kinetic, mechanical result .
When applied to the context of cyberformance, telepresence can be seen to
encompass both the players’ remote manipulation of media elements within the
cyberformance stage and the energetic relationship between remote players and
audience.
text2speech software that enables the computer to speak aloud written text.
The Palace a free graphic-sonic online chat application developed by Communities.com
from 1995-2000
UpStage a web-based venue for cyberformance, designed by Avatar Body Collision and
developed by Douglas Bagnall and students from Auckland University of
Technology. http://upstage.org.nz/
wiki collaborative web site that can be edited online by anybody
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